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A NOTE FROM DARYL BINNING ACS

Seeking information about Frank Binning, featured 
in a 1938 photograph of the Fox Movietone news 
camera team in Sydney on page 50 in the book The 
Shadowcatchers: A History on Cinematography in 
Australia. 

There is a chance he may be related to journalist John 
Binning who enlisted in 1940 to join the Australian 
Imperial Force in WWII, and later wrote a book Dear 
Mum of his exploits in the army. The writer also shot for 
Cinesound Movietone Productions in the final years of 
the Australian Movie Magazine - the last of the cinema 
newsreels.

Please contact Daryl Binning ACS on (08) 9310 3377 or 
by email dbinning@iinet.net.au if you can help or suggest 
where this information may be found.

FROM THE EDITOR

Well, it’s December already, and here - along with wrapping 
paper and reindeers in the stores - comes the final issue of 
Australian Cinematographer for 2015.

We begin in our own backyard with a look at László Baranyai 
ACS HSC’s gorgeous work on the Aussie indie flick Downriver 
(which I reviewed in Issue #67), before jettisoning to outta 
space with Emmy Award-winning DOP Neville Kidd for a look 
at his local lensing of Childhood’s End. Special thanks to our 
friends at British Cinematographer for also running this story 
on Mr Kidd’s adventure Down Under.

We take you to Morocco with the Academy Award-winning 
DOP of Memoirs of a Geisha (2005), Dion Beebe ACS ASC, 
for a look at his new Michael Bay-directed thriller/action/true-
story/war epic 13 Hours, and to the beautiful Pacific Islands of 
Vanuatu with local lad Tim Barnsely for a musical romance.

Speaking of home, I would like to personally thank the 
executive committee of the ACS’s Western Australia branch 
for their warm welcome to my new home - Perth.

Lastly, a quick word about this year’s AACTA Nominations 
for Cinematography; a huge congratulations to all sixteen 
nominees over three categories. Our next issue won’t be 
out until March 2016, and by then we’ll be talking Academy 
Award winners (announced 28 February). But can it be true? 
Are the rumours for real? Are there really two Australian 
Cinematographers on the shortlist for Oscar nominations? I 
guess we’ll find out after the wrapping paper and reindeers 
have been taken off the shelves. Until then... peace.

James Cunningham 
Editor,  
Australian Cinematographer Magazine
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Our industry, like all, experiences many highs and an equal 
number of lows. Those lows can prove to be difficult to deal 
with if the warning signs are often not recognised and dealt 
with in some way. 

I can only speak personally about Cinematographers, and 
what I have observed is a group of individuals, both male and 
female, who can be at the very top of their game in any genre 
one minute, then experiencing a dreadful low the next.

The thing to remember and to try and understand is that 
there are many of our friends and colleagues battling these 
symptoms on a daily basis, and manage to smile and laugh 
their way through what could eventually become tragic 
consequences. We can no longer continue with the great 
Aussie adage of ‘she’ll be right mate’, and plunge headlong 
into something there can be no return from, unless you seek 
the counsel of someone close to you. Open up, don’t be 
afraid to share your thoughts and feelings, as your life could 
well depend on it.

Personally, I have experienced these ‘black dog’ moments, 
and if not for those close to me understanding and being 
there to just listen, who knows...

Cinematographers are like any creative person who rely and 
depend on an accolade, a compliment or positive feedback 
to give them re-assurance until the phone rings with that 
next booking. It’s dealing with the phone not ringing that 
needs to be addressed, it’s dealing with the changes in style, 
technology and the way certain areas of our industry may not 
consider how crew members can and will react to rejection. 
It’s a fine line, but people need to be aware that it’s not 
necessarily ‘what you say’ it’s ‘how you say it’.

This issue, and mark my words it is an issue, can be nipped in 
the bud by simple awareness, or it will become worse unless 
a greater level of understanding and compassion about the 
human condition takes place. We are not all the same, we 
cannot all bounce back and for those who can’t adapt then 
the outcome could be a tragic one. Lets raise our awareness 
and try not to experience losing another life that could have 
been saved. Look for the warning signs; ask people how they 
are and if they need a hand, offer yours... it could be as simple 
as that!

FROM THE PRESIDENT

Awareness is also paramount when it comes to on-set safety; 
so don’t let carelessness take place on any set, as again the 
consequences could be dire. It’s up to all of us to accept the 
responsibility of looking after everyone on a working set, and 
to be sure that we are not putting colleagues or ourselves at 
risk. We must always expect, and in fact demand, a safe and 
friendly environment in which to work.

DO NOT cut corners, do not disrespect your fellow workers, 
and ensure things are put in place that remove any danger 
or any negative element that could become a safety issue. 
The ACS feels very strongly about anything that could 
seriously affect the welfare of any of our members and all crew 
members working honestly and diligently for a day’s pay to 
provide for their families.

Some might say it’s an old fashion attitude, well, so be it!

Until next time,

Ron Johanson OAM ACS 
National President, 
Australian Cinematographers Society



Introducing URSA Mini, a handheld Super 35 digital fi lm camera 

with an incredible 4.6K image sensor, global shutter and a 

massive 15 stops of dynamic range! The super compact and 

lightweight design is perfectly balanced, making it comfortable 

enough for all day shooting. URSA Mini lets you shoot at up to 

60fps, features a 5" foldout viewfi nder, dual RAW and ProRes 

recorders, and more!

Incredible 4.6K Sensor
URSA Mini can capture images at a resolution and dynamic range 

that goes well beyond that of traditional motion picture fi lm so you 

can shoot your own epic, cinematic masterpiece! You can capture 

images up to 4608 x 2592, which is larger than 4K DCI, with 15 

stops of dynamic range so you get incredibly clean pictures with 

amazing detail in everything from the darkest shadows to the 

brightest highlights! URSA Mini can record 4.6K at up to 60fps, 

or 1080 HD at up to 120fps.

Lightweight and Portable
URSA Mini’s perfectly balanced body is made out of space aged 

magnesium alloys so it’s rugged, yet lightweight and comfortable 

enough to be used all day. You get a super bright 5" fold out 

touch screen for on-set monitoring, that can also display overlays 

for timecode, histograms, audio meters, focus peaking and more! 

URSA Mini features full size, professional connectors, even 

12G-SDI, so you don’t need custom cables, plus high quality stereo 

microphones and a side grip mounted on a standard rosette.

Completely Customizable
Blackmagic URSA Mini is completely customizable so you 

can create a rig that’s built specifi cally for your production! 

Add accessories like the Blackmagic URSA Viewfi nder and 

Blackmagic URSA Mini Shoulder Kit, or choose from hundreds 

of third party accessories. URSA Mini has 9 standard ¼" threaded 

mounting points on the top and bottom of the camera so you 

can mount it directly to a tripod as well as add accessories 

such as rails, matte boxes and more. 

Non-Stop Recording
You never have to stop recording because URSA Mini features 

two CFast 2.0 recorders! When one card is full, recording 

automatically continues onto the next. URSA Mini uses the latest, 

incredibly fast CFast 2.0 technology for recording speeds up to 

350 MB/s. Wide dynamic range images are saved as 12-bit RAW 

fi les, which are perfect for high end grading and eff ects work, 

or as broadcast quality ProRes, for easy post production 

workfl ows with minimum storage requirements! 

Electronic Viewfi nder, lens and accessories sold separately.

www.blackmagicdesign.com/au

Introducing Blackmagic URSA Mini, the lightweight Super 35 
4.6K digital fi lm camera with 15 stops of dynamic range!

Blackmagic URSA Mini Models  
 Blackmagic URSA Mini 4K EF  $4,649
  Blackmagic URSA Mini 4K PL  $5,419
  Blackmagic URSA Mini 4.6K EF $7,729
  Blackmagic URSA Mini 4.6K PL $8,499
All models include DaVinci Resolve 12 Studio
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Proudly supported by NSW platinum 
sponsor Red Apple Camera Rentals and 
National major sponsor Fujinon Fujifilm, 
the 2015 NSW/ACT ACS Awards for 
Cinematography were held on Saturday 
7th November and what a great night it 
was with a near capacity crowd.

Two gold awards were presented to 
Momoko Hill and Darwin Schulze in the 
‘CineKids‘ category with smiles all round 
from the recipients. Gold in the ‘Student 
Cinematography’ class was awarded 
to Jovan Atanackovic for his short film 
Harvest.

In the ‘Music Clips’ section, three gold 
awards were respectively presented to 
Dan Freene ACS for Grace’s Pluto, Danny 
Ruhlmann ACS for Maddisen Ward and 
Momma Bear’s Silent Movies, and Ross 
Giardina ACS for George Maple’s Vacant 
Space. Three well-deserved accolades 
indeed. 

Matthew Allard’s fantastic piece Sea 
Gypsies earned him gold in the ‘Neil Davis 
International News’ award, while golds in 
‘Current Affairs’ went to Benjamin Foley 
for Afghanistan’s Billion Dollar Drug War 
and Ashleigh Carter for Richie Benaud.

Three outstanding documentaries were 
able to take home gold; Why ANZAC 

AND THE AWARD GOES TO...
The 2015 NSW/ACT Annual ACS Awards for Cinematography were held at  

the Sydney Masonic Centre last month – by Ron Johanson OAM ACS and James Cunningham

with Sam Neill and The Champions both 
shot by Justin Hanrahan ACS, and Big 
Day Off #6 shot by Maxim Drygin. While 
the dramatised documentaries JFK: 
The Smoking Gun by Steve Arnold ACS 
and The Monster of Mangatiti by Dave 
Cameron ACS, both found themselves 
worthy of gold.

Ross Giardina ACS picked up his second 
and third gold awards of the night in the 
‘Advertising’ groupings for NRMA - Home 
and Shell - Real Destinations. He was 
joined by fellow gold recipients Timothy 
Tregoning for Angus Barrett - The Saddler, 
Michael Fardell for CBR Brand Film, Earle 
Dresner for Lexus - Heart Racing, and 
Timothy Tregoning for Toyota 690 - Spin 
The World. Giardina was then lucky 
enough to score two more gold awards 
(five in total on the night) in ‘Short Films’ 
for his entries Mother and Oranges Don’t 
Grow on Trees. He was joined on stage 
by Peter Eastgate for his fantastic short 
Death In Bloom starring Ewan Leslie and 
Robyn Nevin.

Jules O’Loughlin ACS and Bruce Young 
earned themselves a gold award each for 
the television group for Black Sails (Ep.16) 
and The Code (Ep.4) respectively. 

The hard-fought ‘Features’ category 
saw three outstanding films take home 

gold for their DPs: Benjamin Shirley ACS 
for The Pack, Andrew Lesnie ACS ASC 
(posthumously) for The Water Diviner, 
and John Seale AM ACS ASC for George 
Miller’s epic Mad Max: Fury Road. Seale 
also took home the Ross Wood Snr ACS 
Judges Award for 2015 Best Entry on the 
night.

Thank you to Master of Ceremonies 
and ACS Awards regular Ray Martin AM 
who hosted a seamless evening from 
the lectern, and Guest of Honour Gillian 
Armstrong AM who warmed the audience 
with class and charm. The NSW Branch 
Committee once again worked tirelessly 
behind the scenes to bring us this great 
event.

Congratulations to all those who entered 
their work this year, the bar has been 
raised and well done to those members 
who were able to take home a plaque or 

two.

Ron Johanson OAM ACS is the National President 

of the Australian Cinematographers Society.

James Cunningham is the Editor of Australian 

Cinematographer Magazine.

John Seale AM ACS ASC with 
Gillian Armstrong AM  

- PHOTO Clare Thurkett
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Australia’s return to standing on the 

world stage shows no signs of letting 

up, with the world’s biggest public film 

festival embracing our local talent.

No less than thirteen Australian features 

and shorts, showcasing the work of 

fifteen Australian Cinematographers, 

screened at this year’s festival - six 

with world premieres: The Dressmaker 

(Don McAlpine ACS ASC), A Month of 

Sundays (Mark Wareham ACS), Spear 

(Bonnie Elliott), Beast (Michael Steel), 

The Boyfriend Game (Lachlan Milne 

ACS), and Rain (Ben Cotgrove).

Australian talent was also well-

represented elsewhere in the program 

with Wayne Blair marking his US 

directorial debut on Septembers of 

Shiraz (Warwick Thornton), and Sean 

Byrne returning to the festival with The 

Devil’s Candy (Simon Chapman ACS).

Toronto is the world’s largest public film 

festival and a key barometer for next 

year’s Oscars contenders. It is also 

the gateway to the North American 

AUSSIE TALENT IN TORONTO
Confirming a domestic box-office resurgence at home, Australian cinema enjoyed its biggest showing  

at this year’s Toronto International Film Festival – by Vanessa Abbott

market. For the first time ever, Australia 

had a formal physical presence with 

a combined Screen Australia/Ausfilm 

hosted stand in the festival’s industry 

centre. Richard Harris from Screen 

Australia said it had been “a great 

central place for Australian producers, 

distributors and sales agents to engage 

with the marketplace”.

Critical reviews out of Toronto were 

almost universally positive, with The 

Wrap declaring Jennifer Peedom’s 

Sherpa (Renan Ozturk, Hugh Miller, 

and Ken Sauls) spotlighting “the real 

heroes” of Everest, and Variety praising 

Spear as a “unique experience in 

urgent storytelling”.

Female filmmakers have been well 

represented with Gillian Armstrong’s 

Women He’s Undressed (Anna 

Howard ACS) having its North 

American premiere, as were indigenous 

storytellers as Nulla Nulla (Eric Murray 

Lui) also screened as part of the 

festival’s shorts.

It really is magnificent to see the 
Australian cinematographers, and our 
local talent generally, on the world stage 
so brilliantly.

Vanessa Abbott is a former student of 

Cinematography, festival-goer  

and writer living in Brisbane.

Liam Hemsworth attends ‘The Dressmaker’ premiere during the 2015 Toronto International Film Festival - PHOTO George Pimentel

A scene from ‘Sherpa’ - DOPs Renan 
Ozturk, Hugh Miller, and Ken Sauls
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The Pretend One is an Australian film 
due for theatrical release in 2016. 
The film is directed by Tony Prescott 
and stars Geraldine Hakewill, Michael 
Whalley, Benedict Wall and David Field. 
It is also the first feature length film shot 
with Sony PXW-FS7 cameras. The 
film follows Charlie (Hakewill) and her 
imaginary friend Hugo (Whalley) who are 
growing up on an isolated cotton farm. 

Director of Photography Robert Morton 
detailed the production’s choice of 
camera, explaining, “Our shooting 
schedule was ambitious and given the 
limited amount of shoot days for the 
production phase, we employed a 
two-camera setup for a lot of scenes. 
This allowed us to get the coverage 
we needed quickly. Primarily, we 
wanted a camera with a cinematic 
look that was more lightweight and 

JUST PRETENDING
South African-born Australian DOP Robert Morton shoots upcoming drama The Pretend One  
in the cotton fields of Queensland – by Salvatore Di Muccio and James Cunningham

less cumbersome than other cameras 
on the market, so the FS7 was ideal. 
The crew had a number of intricate 
Steadicam shots and the FS7’s 
lightweight design meant that we could 
handle them with ease.”  

Morton has worked on The Great 

Gatsby (2013) in the camera 
department; as Cinematographer on 
the TV movie Clean and Jerk (2014) 
and documentary How to Fall in Love 

With a Stranger (2015). On the set of 
The Pretend One both FS7 cameras 
were put to the test, shooting all 
day every day without a break. As 
Morton described the production had 
a very ambitious schedule and could 
not afford any setbacks. “Given the 
limited amount of shoot days for the 
production phase, we employed a 
two-camera setup for a lot of scenes,“ 

he said.

The Pretend One was shot internally 

with 4K XAVC-1 codec as opposed 

to RAW for several reasons according 

to Morton who explained, “Though it 

would have been a preference to shoot 

RAW as I have done in situations 

where compression and colour 

subsampling were critical to the final 

result, we weighed up the benefits of 

shooting RAW for The Pretend One 

and decided against it due to the data 

requirements.” Morton went on to 

explain tht the 4K XAVC-1 10bit 42:2 

codec is a data efficient codec that 

holds up well with the slog2 gamma 

encoding.

There was a wide range of images shot 

for the film that included a lot of exterior 

filming at specific time of day. It was 

‘The Pretend One’ crew films in a cotton field - 
PHOTO Dinusha Ratnaweera
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important to Morton that the camera 
rendered dynamic range, colour, 
contrast and textures as, “This way we 
accurately and beautifully represented 
the landscape the characters inhabit. 
The majority of the film was shot 
hand held with the exception of car-
mounted shots and some establishing 
landscapes and scene master wides to 
give a strong sense of place.“

The Pretend One is set on a magnificent 
cotton farm in rural Queensland so there 
were a lot of broad sweeping exterior 
shots at varying times of day with the 
interiors largely set in a beautiful old 
farm house and a classic rural pub 
situated in the area. Morton also shot 
across a full spectrum of coverage; long 
complicated Steadicam shots, wide 
planametric shots, car mounts, hand-
held and composed dialogue scenes. 

“The majority of the film 
was shot hand-held with 

the exception of car-
mounted shots and some 
establishing landscapes 
and scene master wides 
to give a strong sense  

of place.”

A tough shoot that pushed his cameras 
and the crew to the limit left Morton 
exhausted but ultimately very satisfied 
with the result. Morton has recently also 
shot two 4K dramatic short films for the 
Australian National Maritime Museum 
inside the Onslow submarine and 
Vampire warship as part of their new $8 
million installation at Darling Harbour.

Filming at sunset - PHOTO Dinusha Ratnaweera

Robert Morton has been shooting since 2001, 

with an extensive career including feature films, 

short films, music videos, commercials and 

documentaries.

In 2013, Morton was nominated by AACTA  

for Best Cinematography in a Documentary, 

whilst winning Best Feature Length Documentary 

and the International 3D Society for Best 3D  

in a Documentary for his work on  

Storm Surfers 3D (2013).



First broadcast in 1985, Neighbours has 
become an Australian icon and the 
longest running drama series in 
Australian television history, launching 
the careers of stars like Kylie Minogue, 
Jason Donovan, Holly Valance, Jesse 
Spencer, Alan Dale, Russell Crowe, 
Guy Pearce, Delta Goodrem, Natalie 
Imbruglia, and Margot Robbie. 

Screened across the world and having 
employed an estimated 25,000 cast 
members, production crew and writers 
over three decades, Neighbours has 
firmly entrenched itself into the hearts 
of millions of Australians. Recently 
the show moved to shooting with large 
sensor (Sony) 4K cameras.

Steve Scoble, Location DOP for 
Fremantle Media since 2006 explains, 
“The Neighbours location unit had 
previously been using Sony XDCAMs 
and they were nearing the end of 
their lifecycle. A search began for 
new cameras that needed to satisfy 
more technical and creative options to 

EVERYBODY NEEDS GOOD CAMERAS
Iconic Australian television series moves to large sensor cameras – by Salvatore Di Muccio

facilitate fast moving tightly scheduled 
drama.”

The team decided on a larger sensor 
format as the current 2/3” PDW-700 
had been around for some time. 
Scoble continued, “The F55 ticked 
off all of our requirements for 
shooting Neighbours. Our new F55s 
have now been in production for 
twenty weeks and have performed 
well beyond our expectations.” 
Neighbours use two F55s on location, 
bringing in an additional camera 
when required. 

Scoble added, “This was quite 
appealing for our style of drama 
shooting. I previously worked 
with Sony cameras for many years 
on Blue Heelers and was extremely 
impressed with their reliability and 
quality for fast turnaround drama. In 
consultation with the producers we felt 
the F55 would have a huge impact on 
the picture quality for both local and 
overseas sales.“

Television imaging has recently seen 
rapid development in camera systems 
featuring the larger Super35 sized 
sensors. To improve the look and quality 
of the show the Neighbours production 
team needed to enable a seamless 
technical and aesthetic imaging match 
between the studio and location units 
and provide consistency with current 
dramatic and artistic practices. 

Looking back over the F55’s success 
on Neighbours during the last twenty 
weeks Steve Scoble concludes, 
“After six months we are really happy 
with the new cameras and the quality 
of the image is well beyond our 
expectations.”

Currently a DOP with Fremantle Media, Victorian 

ACS Member Steve Scoble has enjoyed 33 years 

in the local television industry.

Owner of Well Above,  

Salvatore Di Muccio is based in Sydney.

Neighbours DOP Steve Scoble and the F55 camera - 
PHOTO Courtesy of Sony
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Alan Finney (Chair of AFI-AACTA) and 
Ron Brown (Producer) are entering the 
Australian streaming market with a new 
initiative they hope is set to revitalise the 
Australian film industry.

Ozflix will be the first streaming service 
devoted entirely to Australian films, 
from our earliest efforts in the 1900s 
to the latest releases. Co-director Alan 
Finney says “The timing could not be 
better. The technology is right for it. 
We’re going to take advantage of that 
developing technology and make these 
films accessible.” Director Ron Brown 
continues by stating that their ambitious 
intent is “to aggregate all Australian 
films, making Ozflix a one-stop 
destination.”

Australian films are notoriously difficult 
to find after they leave the cinemas 
- and sometimes even while they’re 
in the cinemas. New release films 
can disappear without a trace, and 
finding classic Australian films can 
be a struggle. Ozflix aims to solve 
this problem by providing a venue 
for Australian films to reach the 

INTRODUCING OZFLIX
A new streaming service is launching exclusively for Australian films and content – by Rebecca Boyle

widest potential audience, here and 
internationally. Ozflix will bring back 
the lost films, retell the forgotten 
stories, and give audiences a place to 
appreciate the Australian film industry’s 
richness and diversity.

Curation will be one of Ozflix’s most 
exciting points of difference from 
existing streaming services. Industry 
leaders like Dr George Miller AO, Fred 
Schepisi AO, Stephan Elliot, Rolf de 
Heer, Deborah Mailman and Sigrid 
Thornton will curate and introduce lists 
of their favourite films; mini-festivals will 
celebrate the contributions of individual 
artists (including Cinematographers) 
to the industry; and behind-the-
scenes content will enrich audience’s 
experience. In the words of George 
Miller, Ozflix will be “An art gallery of 
Australian cinema.”

The creators of Ozflix are aware of the 
large number of Australian films that are 
currently unavailable on digital formats 
due to the prohibitive costs of digitising 
from older formats. To this end, they 
have created the Australian Film Future 

Foundation, a not-for-profit organisation 
that provides filmmakers with grants to 
digitise their films. 

“An art gallery of 
Australian cinema”

– Dr George Miller AO

Not only does Ozflix hope to bring 
people together to rediscover Australian 
film history, but it also aims to provide 
a new launch platform for independent 
Australian filmmakers. Ozflix is 
committed to ethical distribution, and 
will ensure all rights holders receive 
royalties from dollar one. In the words 
of Director Ron Brown, “Ozflix is 
going to be the rising tide that lifts all 
Australian film boats.” 

Ozflix will launch in early in 2016. 
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‘Picnic At Hanging Rock’ (1975)  
- DOP Russell Boyd ACS ASC
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THE UNSEEN ANZAC
A new book explores the untold story of Australia’s greatest war photographer  

and indomitable polar explorer – by Lily O’Gorman

Cameras were banned at the Western 
Front when the Anzacs arrived in 1916, 
prompting correspondent Charles 
Bean to argue continually for Australia 
to have a dedicated photographer. He 
was eventually assigned an enigmatic 
polar explorer — the Australian 
Cinematographers Society’s Hall-
of-Fame legend, Sir George Hubert 
Wilkins. 

Walking into a canvas tent screening 
motion pictures in 1911, George Wilkins 
made the decision that his destiny lay 
in being a Cinematographer.  Within 
weeks of arriving at the front, Wilkins’ 
exploits were legendary. He did what 
no photographer had previously dared 
to do. He went ‘over the top’ with the 
troops and ran forward to photograph 
the actual fighting. He led soldiers into 
battle, captured German prisoners, was 
wounded repeatedly, and was twice 

awarded the Military Cross — all while 

he refused to carry a gun and armed 

himself only with a bulky glass-plate 

camera.

“Sir George Hubert 
Wilkins is an  

Australian to honour  
and remember.”

He was the first man to fly in the 

Antarctic and the first man to navigate a 

submarine under polar ice, been feted 

on two ticker-tape parades in New 

York City and knighted by the Kings of 

England and Italy. Sir Hubert was known 

to have carried his cameras during 

most of his exploits, with no ambition 

to photograph feature film, using his 

camera only to record historical events. 

He was a distinguished and celebrated 

man in the United States, Britain 

Captain Wilkins on an abandoned tank, recording the 
breaking of the Hindenburg Line in France 1918  

- PHOTO Australian War Memorial

Sir George Hubert Wilkins MC  
- PHOTO Irving Browning
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and Europe, but oddly, was virtually 

unknown in his home country.

“Sir George Hubert Wilkins is an 
Australian to honour and remember. 
This book does justice to this man 
and his life, where to do so is such 
a difficult task“, says Dr Brendan 

Nelson, Director of the Australian War 

Memorial.

Wilkins ultimately produced the most 

detailed and accurate collection of 

World War I photographs in the world, 

which is now held at the Australian 

War Memorial. After the war, Wilkins 

returned to exploring and, during the 

next 40 years, his life became shrouded 

in secrecy. His work at the Western 

Front was forgotten, and others claimed 

credit for his photographs.

Maynard, who began his research in 

1998, has scoured the globe in search 

Wilkins (standing at right) the day he arrived in France. - PHOTO Australian War Memorial.

of archival material, even speaking to 
the owner of the unassuming hotel in 
Massachusetts where Wilkins died in 
1958.

Throughout his life, Wilkins wrote 
detailed diaries and letters, but when 
he died in 1958 these documents were 
locked away. In his new book, The 
Unseen Anzac, Melbourne author Jeff 
Maynard follows a trail of myth and 
misinformation to locate Wilkins’ lost 
records, and to reveal the remarkable, 
true story of Australia’s greatest war 
photographer and cinematographer.

Excerpts from The Image Makers by  

Ron Windon ACS have been added. 

The Unseen Anzac is published by Scribe 

Publications (Lilly O’Gorman, publicist).

Jeff Maynard is an author and documenary 

maker. His books include Niagara’s Gold, Divers 

in Time, and Wings of Ice.

 





A RIVER RUNS 
THROUGH IT

Australian Cinematographer sits down with award-winning DOP  
László Baranyai ACS HSC to chat about a chilling new mystery thriller, 
Downriver, joined by the film’s talented young Director Grant Scicluna.

- by James Cunningham

Peter White (1AC), Clint Dodd (SFX Coordinator), László Baranyai ACS HSC (DOP), 
and Grant Scicluna (Director) filming ‘Downriver’ - PHOTO Brent Lukey
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Sometimes the path to redemption is paved in sin. James 

(Reef Ireland), 18, has been released from juvenile detention 

after serving time for his involvement in the suspected 

drowning of a young boy in a river years earlier. Ravaged with 

uncertainty, dealing with an estranged family and forced to 

face the dead boy’s mother (Kerry Fox), James is set upon a 

journey of self discovery, shocking revelations and danger as 

questions surrounding the boy’s death brim to the surface. 

Old friendships are questioned, family ties are tested and lives 

are put on the line, as James must find his path to the truth. 

It’s a path that will lead him Downriver…

AC How did you get involved with the project? Had  
 you worked with any of the producers previously?

LB  It goes back to 2006 when we shot the opening train  
 sequence of Noise (2007). We followed the character 

of Lavinia (Maia Thomas) on the train with a hand held camera 

and there was a young skinny man lying on the floor in 

blood with a terrible chest-wound, playing dead. I was very 

concerned about stepping on him as we walked the length 

of the running train, so I asked him: please roll away when 

you see me coming too close to you. He was Grant Scicluna 

who later wrote and directed Downriver. I guess the moral of 

the story is: don’t step into anyone’s face on the set. You can 

never know who they may become one day.

Our producer Jannine Barnes was a producer’s intern 

on Noise, and I can recall as we were shooting the night 

sequences in the caravan, she was hanging around with 

a desire on her face to step inside this incredible crowded 

place, but somehow we never invited her in. I can only hope 

she has forgiven us.

Not long after Noise, Jannine sent me an early draft of 

Downriver and since then my involvement grew little by little 

during the long years of bringing the production up. Before 

Downriver, I had the luck to work with Grant on his short 

Hurt’s Rescue (2014) which we shot on 16mm B&W in Cardiff, 

Wales, where he won the Iris Prize award a year earlier for The 

Wilding (2012).

AC Was there a discussion about what to  
 shoot Downriver on? What did you decide  

and why?

LB  At the very beginning there wasn’t much discussion  
 regarding the shooting format, we all knew it has to 

be on film. Grant has shot all his previous shorts on film. 

Jannine and I believed too that film would give the right 

natural tone to Downriver. However, in today’s low budget 

filmmaking environment we can have as many discussions 

as we like regarding shooting format, but at the end of the 

day there always seems to be someone else who makes 

the decision for us. No matter the Producer’s, Director’s or 

Cinematographer’s intention.

In reality as the post-production landscape changes, it is 

becoming increasingly harder to purchase, process and treat 

film. Losing the local representative and storage of Kodak 

and processing facilities in Australia, using film feels like a 

huge amount of inconvenience for so many people. And 

lets not forget: a first time Director is never really trusted 

by the financiers, they always fear he or she will blow out 

the shooting ratio. The irony in the end with us, is that our 

shooting ratio was very conservative, owing to the fact that 

Grant was very careful in how we cover scenes.

We had two choices: shoot Downriver on some digital 

format or not to make the film at all. We choose ARRI RAW 

Cinematographer László Baranyai ACS HSC - PHOTO Brent Lukey
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for various reasons: the look, the post-production and the 
ergonomics of the Alexa cameras. 

GS I think had we been 6-12 months ahead in our  
 financing, we would’ve shot on film. There was a 

wonderful period of about 10 years when Directors and 
Cinematographers had the choice of format, but those days 
are gone - at least in this country. 

I believe the choice of format should sit as a creative decision, 
just like casting. What format is best for this story? For some 
of my shorts it was 16mm, for others 35mm, for one it was 
best achieved digitally. That creative choice has a real impact 
on how the audience perceives the story.

Film was falsely seen here as a format that had been 
superseded by the wonders of digital. Directors fought back 
against this idea in the USA. Scorsese, Nolan, Spielberg all 
fought for Directors to retain choice over their acquisition 
format. Look what’s happened there. The studios have 
contractually committed to a certain amount of projects 
originating on film.

Not here. The funding agencies prohibited funded shorts from 
being acquired on film (surely that could’ve been pursued 
as a kind of anti-competitive trade practice). It was the 
emerging sector that fought to keep film alive in Australia. It 
was the students and the first time directors. Our mentors, 
the industry’s most experienced, just shrugged their shoulders 
and towed the line with the ‘march of technology’.

Now to originate on film is mostly a logistical impossibility. 

AC What was your collaboration with the Production  
 Design team like in pre-production. Can you talk 

about the ‘look’ of Downriver and what you set out to 

achieve? What references, filmic or otherwise, were you 

working from? Did you stick to a storyboard or was there 

room to adapt and experiment on the day? 

LB  Downriver is a visually quiet film, no spectacular  
 effects or epic sunsets, just natural quietness. So little 

happens on the surface of the story and so much more on 

the psychological level. Grant, Jannine, Penny Southgate 

(Production Designer), Michael Chisholm (Costume Designer) 

and myself worked as hard as possible to maximise what 

resources we had in our low budget. Looking back I am 

happy to say: there is no way to remember which idea came 

from whom. We endlessly inspired each other to achieve the 

look of Downriver. 

Grant and I drove together to the set every day, discussing 

plans for the day or favorite filmmakers and scenes, while 

I tortured him with the music of Frank Zappa, Jethro Tull, 

Emerson, or Lake & Palmer on the car radio to be inspired by 

these musicians’ bold approach and free spirit. I am a music 

junky, a lot of my inspirations come from the variety of music 

I listen to. I am still not sure if I have pushed poor Grant too 

hard with my musical taste.

We had no storyboards. We didn’t need them. I often find 

preconceived storyboards take away from the inspiration we 

can draw from the cast, the location and the actual moment 

of creation. 

Of course we planed some specific shots, but generally we 

set out to have a pragmatic approach during the twenty-

three day, entirely on location, shoot. We threw around film 

titles and director’s names, favorite scenes as you always 

do, but never with the intention to copy any of that. Yes, 

we constantly adapted and experimented as much as time 

Reef Ireland in ‘Downriver’ - DOP László Baranyai ACS HSC



Filming a scene in ‘Downriver’ - PHOTO Brent Lukey





permitted. We had a very basic concept in the story telling; 
expose lies and hide the truths. So the audience have to do 
their work to keep up. 

“ We had a very basic concept in 
the story telling; expose lies and 

hide the truths. “
Anthony Cox, our brilliant editor, took this concept even 
further to a level we could not have planned for. Downriver 
has a very dark emotional tone, with a subtle color scheme, 
and in terms of look, we were aiming for a mixture of hot, dry 
summery highlights in the exterior scenes, and dark, often 
mixed colour temperature lighting inside or night time, but still 
keeping it natural. We have treated the flashback scenes as 
our ‘best summertime memories’, with higher color saturation 
and thirty-frames/second frame rate.

We moved the camera wherever it was possible to create 
a ‘floating feeling’ - like a river - often we used a mini jib to 

allow us to be as responsive to the actors as possible. It is an 
old favorite way of mine to adapt the camera to the actors, 
not the other way around. We used the 1:2.40 aspect ratio 
to express physical and emotional relationship between 
characters.

GS  For me, I just wanted to set forth the ideas, which  
 begun with the script, plus a little discussion and then 

let those who are more experienced than me, run with them 
and bring back to me better ideas or surprises. I like to be 
open to the inspiration on the day rather than overly rigid, 
forcing everyone to do it exactly as I say. Sometimes this 
drives crewmembers mad, especially art department who 
never want to be caught out on the day. Luckily, László also 
responds to the stimuli of the actor and the space on the day, 
so we both go into the day with open minds.

Sometimes it’s nerve-wracking. I woke up in the middle of the 
night in cold sweats thinking, “What if we turn up and things 
don’t work? What if there’s not enough time to figure it out?” 
Then I would just tell myself that everyone on the set has done 
this before. Even the caterer, who has been on a billion more 

Reef Ireland as James - DOP László Baranyai ACS HSC
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sets than me, could come down and solve my problem. So I 

just breathe and try to go back to sleep.

AC What equipment were you filming on? How was the 
 durability of the gear with all your location work? 

Did you run into any complications?

LS  We had a very simple camera package from  
 Panavision: Arri Alexa Plus camera, Gemini 444 raw 

recorder, a set of Cooke S4 lenses, an Angenieux 25-250 mm 

HR zoom, the usual set of ND, ND grad, polarizing filters, a 

set of each black pro-mist and Hollywood Soft filters, plus an 

O’connor 2575 fluid head and set of legs.

Downriver was a single camera shoot and thanks to the care 

of Peter White (1st AC) and Kat Schachte (2nd AC) we had no 

issues with the gear on the set. We didn’t do data wrangling 

on the set. That was done by Deluxe DDP Studios. We had 

Daryl Pearson as gaffer with a small lighting van and Llew 

Higgins on his own as grip, both doing excellent jobs. The 

crew was very small, but extremely effective. They all loved the 

script and put everything they had into the production.

AC  Do each of you have a favorite shot or sequence?  
 Why?

LS  It is almost impossible to pick favorites, the script  
 of Downriver is so complex and it takes you on such 

an emotional journey, every scene or sequence is a favorite for 
different reasons. If I have to pick, I would chose the scenes 
where we accomplished almost everything we were planning 
on aesthetic, emotional and technical levels, such as the 360 
degrees jib shot of the little boys at the river, the confrontation 
scene between Paige (Kerry Fox) and Anthony (Thom Green) 
covered from a single long tracking set up, or the sequence 
where James (Reef Ireland) descends into a subterranean 
space. I love these scenes because we could create the 
conditions necessary to shoot but never interrupted the flow 
of performance. 

GS I’m always seeking that perfect synergy between  
 performer and camera. So is László. He has a creative 

and technical ability to design coverage that is inspired by 
the movement of the actors. His camera works vigorously 
to cover as much as possible within the one shot. If I had to 
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pick a favorite, it would be a very slow dolly from a MCU into 
an ECU of Reef’s face during a particularly emotional scene. 
I asked Laszlo and Llew Higgins (Grip) if we could creep in 
slowly over the five-minute scene - a push of just four feet. 
Llew, being Llew, said no problem, although he’d never in his 
long career tracked such a short distance over such a long 
time. This is actually physically incredibly arduous! It cannot 
be achieved by simply pushing the dolly, so Llew devised 
a way to lock his fingers into the dolly and twist the wheels 
painstakingly over the take, knowing where he needed to be 
at any particular line of dialogue. That’s what I mean about 
perfect synergy.

When people see that scene, they talk about the mid shot 
and the close up and I tell them, no, it is one shot, not two. It’s 
only by playing the shot in fast forward are they made aware 
of how they were being fished in to the character.

AC László, as the Cinematographer, how did you  
 work to achieve Grant’s ‘directorial vision’ while 

still imparting your own unique perspective, or signature, 

as the Cinematographer?

LB In my career I try to avoid of the mistake of making  
 ‘my own film’ against the script or the will of a Director. 

For me the inspiration comes from the story, the Director 

and from the actors on the set. I believe my primary duty, 

as a Cinematographer, is to document what the actors are 

doing and give them all the support I can with the tools of 

cinematography. I like to spend a lot of time with directors to 

learn about their way of thinking, their preferences and most 

importantly what are they expecting from me, to learn where is 

my space going to be in the project. These are too complex to 

be asked as straight questions, or expressed by statements. 

From this I can build my perspective and as a result with 

Grant, we had very little talking on the set, it was almost only 

looks and headshakes, with occasional worried or smiley 

exchange of looks.

If I have a unique perspective, it must come from my 

education, life experience and my love of freedom 

of expression and risk taking. I never try to hide my 

personal response, but I am always careful not to make it 

overwhelming. It usually manifests in small details I love to 

smuggle into the Director’s vision with lighting, composition, 

movements, and framing to create strong emotions.

Long ago I realised something; when I am operating a camera 

I am not looking for the frame, ‘the picture’, I am watching the 
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Last night in detention, a scene from ‘Downriver’ - DOP László Baranyai ACS HSC

Night time seduction, a scene from ‘Downriver’ - DOP László Baranyai ACS HSC



actor’s performance because nothing gives me more pleasure 

than witnessing good performances and instinctively adopting 

my operating/lighting to these performances. Yes, in one way 

we can say I am a sloppy camera operator.

“ I think it is understandable 
why Downriver was such an 
important project for me. “

Talking of my body of work: Downriver was probably the 

hardest to crack psychologically. The story is filled with so 

many references to my childhood and my family relationships, 

I often had a kind of teary eye moment after finishing certain 

takes. I think it is understandable why Downriver was such an 

important project for me. 

GS There is a real partnership on the set between László  
 and myself. László is there when I block the scenes. 

Actors want to go in all directions and I try and encourage 

them to move wherever they want. At the end of that process, 

I turn to László and ask him what he’s thinking. Together we 

whittle down to the essence of what we think we’ll need to tell 

the story. 

When we’re shooting, I don’t like to look through the monitor 

if possible. I prefer to watch the actor, while standing beside 

the camera. Bruce Beresford taught me to do this when I did 

my internship with him, although he looks at the actor through 

Opera Binoculars, which I think is a step too far!

What it means though is that I am judging the performance 

only and when I’m happy, I turn to László for his judgment on 

whether we achieved what we set out to achieve technically. 

Usually if László nods, I’m ready to move on. There’s always 

a monitor on the camera for me to quickly check the frame 

at any particular spot during the take, and sometimes I will 

replay the take to check it on the monitor to make sure I’m 

absolutely happy. I laugh when I ask if László wants to look at 

the monitor to check the take too and he always responds, 

“I’ve seen it.”

AC As the Director of Photography, how involved were  
 you in the post-production process? What post 

work was done on the film, and why? How did you 

approach colour grading?
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James (Reef Ireland) and Damien (Charles Grounds) share a scene in ‘Downriver’ - DOP László Baranyai ACS HSC

James (Reef Ireland) and Paige (Kerry Fox) in ‘Downriver’ - László Baranyai ACS HSC



LB No cinematography is completed without post- 
 production. In the ‘old film days’ we could embed the 

look into the film negative. Grading was a simpler trimming-
matching process. These days, with all the options of the 
digital post-production, the process is more complex and I 
feel the involvement of the Cinematographer is essential.

When we work on low budget productions we must admit an 
unfortunate fact; we have to embrace the dreadful ‘fix in post’ 
approach. Our greatest enemy on the set is… time. Basically 
we are presented with two choices: take the time and fix 
everything on set down to the finest details, risking overtime 
or even the compulsion to drop scenes and takes; or preserve 
time for everyone, do our best on the set with the thought in 
the back of our mind, we can fix the compromises in post. It is 
not my preferred way of doing my work, but I had to learn this 
with the realities of lower budget filmmaking.

For example: when we shot James’ last night in in the 
detention center, we created a tender moment between 
two cellmates under a suicide watch light, but we had no 
time to get the ugliness of this lighting right to counterpoint 
the warmness of the relation between the boys. It had to be 
finalised in the grade.

Since I have been living in Australia, almost every job I have 
done has been graded by Ian Letcher at Deluxe. Ian, a great 
artist in his own right, understands exactly what we try to 
achieve and why, and very often enhances our concept with 
his contribution. I still keep my old habit of creating the look 
on the set as much as possible and always make a small 
Leporello notebook about the look of the sequences, so 

whatever disorder we shoot the project, I have a strong sense 
where we are in terms of the film’s look. This time, while Grant 
and Anthony were editing, I experimented with a couple of 
grading concepts on my computer and gave it to Grant to 
choose his preferences. This way we saved a lot of time and 
confusion in the grading suite working out our concept of 
the final look. The look of Downriver is as natural as possible, 
with some slight murkiness occasionally – along with other 
reference to the river’s water.

“These takes all have some 
special magic, something hard 

to put a word on. Something like 
a little miracle.“

AC Looking back on what you had originally set out to  
 achieve on the project, do you think you 

succeeded? In hindsight, what would you have done 
differently? What have you learned from Downriver.

LB Did we succeed? Can we ever say that yes we did?  
 The audience will let us know.

We definitely gave it our best shot - no pun intended - 
and the film reflects honestly where we are in term of our 
capabilities. I personally wouldn’t do anything differently. 
Maybe only one little thing, and this is one of the many things 
we learned making a very low budget feature. It happened 
almost accidentally a couple of times on the set. After we 

Behind the camera, filming ‘Downriver’ - PHOTO Brent Lukey
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Night shooting on ‘Dorwnriver’ - PHOTO Brent Lukey
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had multiple takes of a scene and we thought we got what 
we wanted, there was a little time left in the schedule, so why 
don’t we go for another take, this time play it ‘freely’ without 
the pressure on everyone to get it right. These takes all 
have some special magic, something hard to put a word on. 
Something like a little miracle. I wish we had time in our killer 
schedule to experience these little miracles more often.

Downriver always will be a treasured memory for me. It 
doesn’t happen very often when such a great script comes to 
my way, and I am trusted by an upcoming Director as Grant 
trusted me. We had great cast and crew to make the best we 
can.

“I hope Downriver is going to be 
a good start for a group of young 

and actors.“
I hope Downriver is going to be a good start for a group of 
young and very talented filmmakers and actors.

GS If there’s one thing I would’ve done differently is trying  
 to push for more time. With film schedules as tight as 

ours, we couldn’t afford to be Gone With The Wind (1939 )in 
the morning and Mister Squiggle (1959-99) in the afternoon. 
Things unavoidably go wrong though, and there were too 
many moments where we’d be at 4.30pm and have a whole 
scene to do in just one hour or less. Time for one, maybe two 
set-ups max. Those moments are not the most enjoyable 

moments on set, but they force you to bring into the sharpest 
clarity everything you know about directing - one of the 
scenes I’m most proud of was shot in 20 minutes.

The thing I have come to trust in going through the process 
of making my first feature is that filmmaking is just that – a 
process, which involves the work of many hands. Everywhere 
I looked on set, I saw the work of hands. 

My vision for Downriver when I wrote the script is not what I 
got. It’s somewhat similar, but it’s a different beast. Even with 
me at the helm, arguably the best protector of that original 
impulse. 

A script can be a lovely thing in itself. A film, despite your best 
efforts, is an ever-expanding series of variables. This depends 
on that, which depends on that, which depends on that. 
When things go right, it really is as if by magic.

In the end, what I have is the synthesis of a process. My 
ideas, and the ideas of a good many more-experienced 
people. The craftwork of all those hands, the sparking of all 
those minds. 

Robert De Niro says the “talent is in the choices.” This or that? 
As a Director, once the show is on the road, my simple task 
is to capture and keep the good ideas, to leave behind the 
rotten ones that have no value. It’s easier said than done. 

James Cunningham is the Editor  

of Australian Cinematographer Magazine.

László behind the camera - PHOTO Brent Lukey



Here is a little skit I wrote called Looking For 
Darkness (a nod to Beckett). This dialogue was 
taken almost kind of verbatim from the Picture 
Grade on Downriver this week. The players? 
László Baranyai (DOP), Ian Letcher (Colourist) 
and myself. It goes like this:

Three little faces appear through the gloom. They 
stare up at a projected image.

Ian: “How’s that?”

László: “Darker.”

Ian: “Darker still?”

László: (really whispered, excited) “Yeah.”

Ian: “That’s pretty dark.”

László: “Try it darker.”

IAN MAKES IT DARKER.

Grant: “I think it can go darker.”

Ian:  (shocked) “More dark?”

Grant: “Yeah, let’s make it really dark.” 

Ian: “You mean dark like this dark?”

IAN MAKES IT DARKER STILL.

Grant: “Yeah. That’s good. Don’t forget we’ve 
got sound design here.”

László: (wryly) “Sound design is for deaf people. 
People who can see want to see something.”

Grant: “Come on, be brave!”

SILENCE. ALL THREE STARE AT THE DARK 
SCREEN.

László: “When you say dark, you Directors, you 
really do mean dark, don’t you?”

Grant: “Yeah.”

SILENCE.

Ian: “I can’t see anything!”

SILENCE.

Laszlo: “I love it.”

Ian: “So do I.”

Actor Reef Ireland in a scene from ‘Downriver  
- László Baranyai ACS HSC 
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This is a short memo from Director Grant Scicluna on how  
he remembers Downriver’s grading sessions.



KIDD IN A CANDY SHOP
Emmy Award-winning British DP Neville Kidd 

brings a unique sense of vision to an Australian location 
while filming the new science fiction drama series Childhood’s End.

- interview by Jeremy Span

A scene from ‘Childhood’s End’ - PHOTO Courtesy NBC Universal/Syfy
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The rich city of Melbourne and its surrounding landscapes 
provide the backdrop for Childhood’s End, a cautionary 
science fiction mini-series on the Syfy Universal channel. The 
three-part show is set in the near future, when mankind finally 
has the resources and technology to fly to and inhabit other 
planets. Soon, aliens arrive to contain them. The way the 
human race has managed its world – with war and famine and 
various other atrocities – is not tolerated. In huge spacecrafts, 
an alien race towers over the Earth in an attempt to prevent its 
inhabitants from leaving.

Based on Arthur C. Clarke’s 1950’s novel of the same 

name, Syfy Universal enlisted a top-notch team to create 

the series. The line-up included Director Nick Hurran and 

Cinematographer Neville Kidd, whose previous collaborations 

include the new Doctor Who (2005-) and Sherlock (2010-).

“I’ve always been fascinated by the sci-fi genre,” Kidd says, 

“one of my favourite films is Alien… as it has a very specific 

look. Any world I create, I try to make as real as possible,” he 

asserts, while commenting on the realism of Alien (1979) and 

his desire to channel that into Childhood’s End.

This visual aesthetic became evident during Kidd’s early days 

Neville Kidd on the set of ‘Childhood’s End’ - PHOTO Courtesy NBC Universal/Syfy

A scene from ‘Childhood’s End’ - PHOTO Courtesy NBC Universal/Syfy
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as a cinematographer. After graduating from Napier’s Film 
School in Edinburgh in 1989, Kidd landed a job with BBC 
Scotland. He shot news pieces and documentaries before 
gradually moving to commercials, short films and eventually 
long-form drama.

In approaching Childhood’s End, Kidd and Hurran went 
through the script together in detail before talking about the 
look and the feel they wanted. For the duo, they wanted 
everything to feel as if it really could happen. 

“And that’s a challenge” Kidd says. “The story involves alien 
invasion and 12-foot devils. It’s quite way-out-there. I think we 
were trying to break down the grand scale of the story and 
make it more believable.”

One of the many ways Kidd went about achieving the look 
was to give the production a “kind of hand-held feel”. Though 
the camerawork is kept quite loose, often hand-held or 
shot on Steadicam, the challenge for Kidd was to make the 
camera work invisible. It was an exercise in subtlety. 

“I wanted to make that paranoia 
about the aliens come through 

via the composition.
“One of the main things I wanted to put across in Childhood’s 

End was the composition”, Kidd says. In the series, there’s 
fear and paranoia as the aliens sit above the human race. “I 
wanted to make that paranoia about the aliens come through 
via the composition. So I made everything quite toppy – 
leaving a lot of empty space in the upper part of the screen 
– which makes it uncomfortable to look at. My main direction 
to the camera operators was to explore the oddness of the 
framing.”

Kidd says the seamless integration of studio-shot sequences 

and real locations proved to be the most challenging. A 

farm setting just outside Melbourne is where most of the 

action takes place at the start of the story, whilst most of 

the spacecraft action was shot in the studio. The integration 

of these locations was essential to keep in with Hurran and 

Kidd’s vision of the audience needing to believe this could 

actually be taking place.

He describes the sequence where characters in the 

farmhouse travel through the space pod to the main 

spacecraft. “What I tried to do was make it feel like one shot 

… but it’s not. The world in the main spacecraft is quite 

different to the pod. This section of the series has an almost 

retro look.”

He achieved these sequences though ‘live’ lighting changes 

to highlight each environment, which proved a meticulous 

challenge for both him and the operators. “When you’re using 

a lot of moving lights,” Kidd reflects, “you can be one degree 

off making it look realistic – and really fail.” 

All the cues needed to be bang-on with attention paid to the 

workings of the various moving lights being used. The HMIs 

with LEDs and fluorescent lights all had a bit of lag when 

turning on, which needed to be taken into account. It took 

several attempts to line up all the cues so they were correct.

“It’s a good challenge for all departments,” Kidd says. “I’m 

quite proud of the final sequences. When nobody notices 

you’re in a studio and then you go outside into the real 

world and then you go into a spaceship, it’s a blast. All 

these connections and all these worlds joining together…

and it never jumps, you’re not popping out of the story. 

When it’s seamless, that’s the most satisfying thing for me as 

cinematographer.”

Julian McMahon in a scene from ‘Childhood’s End’ - PHOTO Courtesy NBC Universal/
Syfy
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Childhood’s End was shot on two Alexa XT Plus cameras 
and an ARRI Amira documentary-style camera. “The main 
quality for me is colour. Which camera shows real colour, and 
which camera shows the best cinematic latitude, are the most 
important factors when choosing a camera,” he says.

Kidd found the Alexa to be just what he was after, and the 
Amira being smaller worked well on the Steadicam. Of course, 
the great ‘film vs. digital’ debate was brought up. Having not 
shot on film since his days spent lensing commercials, Kidd’s 
choice to shoot on film or digital came down to cost and 
budget. “Digital does everything you need. The quality of the 
Alexa is so good, you’re merely achieving what film achieves.” 

Since much of the look of Childhood’s End is from the 
perspective of spacecrafts looking down on Earth, Kidd 
employed drones for aerial POV shots. He spent a long time 
on the drone work, deciding to interview different drone 
companies and to check them out for the series.

“Drone companies are bit like the Wild West; there’s so many 
of them,” he jokes. The drones were sourced from a company 
in Tasmania and Kidd was impressed by the quality of their 
work. The results “look fantastic. They really add to the film in 
a big way.” 

Kidd also discussed working Down Under with a local crew. 
“You’re always kind of wary coming into any country you don’t 
know… the crews and working practices … it might take 
longer to build a relationship. But my Australian crew was 
fantastic,” he says. “I simply loved filming in Australia.”

Kidd says it didn’t take long for him to settle in, and he 
worked closely with gaffer Adam Hunter and key grip Luke 
Stone. He was impressed with their input as they came up 
with ideas and moved things along. 

A scene from ‘Childhood’s End’ - PHOTO Courtesy NBC Universal/Syfy
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“The big thing is time,” Kidd says. “Time was always against 
us. I’d say to Luke ‘I’m aware we don’t have time get a crane 
in.’ Luke would say, ‘I can do it. We’ll bring it in, we’ll get the 
shot done in 10 minutes.’ I’d tell him ‘I don’t want to put that 
kind of pressure on you’ and he would do it every time. I was 
blown away with how they pushed themselves to help the 
production.” 

 
in Australia.”

Kidd’s cinematographic mind couldn’t help but muse on one 
particular aspect of Australia, “The quality of the light there 
is amazing. The minute I arrived in Melbourne, there’s a very 
sharp light that you can see forever. It was fascinating from 
my point of view to take on that quality of light. It’s significantly 
different to what it’s like in the U.K. Australian light really bites. 
And that really worked for Childhood’s End.”

Jeremy Span resides in Sydney, Australia. He likes to wear many hats;  

writer, director, producer, comedian, musician.

A scene from ‘Childhood’s End’ - PHOTO Courtesy NBC Universal/Syfy
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THE SWEET LIFE



Golden Tripod-winning Tim Barnsley is a young cameraman from Sydney. 
A new musical, Life Is Sweet, produced locally in Vanuatu, 

entirely spoken and sung in the language of Bislama,  
takes him to the South Pacific nation.

- by Tim Barnsley

On location with cast and crew at the Kava Bar location - PHOTO Tim Barnsley



Sonia and her friends are performing at Club 
Tequila, where the entertainment is not only the 
girls Tam-are dancing, but the story of Sonia’s 
relationship with Max, a drunken womaniser. Why 
does Max think he’s free to do as he wants even 
though he has a wife and a child? Why did Sonia 
get involved with Max in the first place? The MC 
gives Max and Sonia a chance to explain to the 
audience through song. We follow Max and Sonia 
and their attempts to make the relationship work. 
Sonia is willing to give up her friends and her one 
chance to do something in life for a man who’s sure 
to betray her, but she can’t help loving…

Life is Sweet (Laef i Swit) is a feature film produced in Vanuatu 
that follows the story of Sonia and Max as they struggle 
through the difficulties of marriage. The film was shot over 
eight weeks this year in Port-Vila. The film deals with the place 
of a woman in a patriarchal society. The film dialogue is in 
Bislama, the local language of Vanuatu. 

I had worked with Wan Smolbag Theatre in the preceding two 
years on their locally produced television series Love Patrol 
(2007-14), so had spent collectively six months there already 
working with Peter Walker (the Director) and the crew. Last 
year Love Patrol was cancelled due to lack of funding so Wan 
Smolbag decided to produce a film version of their stage play 
Life Is Sweet. The play had just done a sell-out tour of the 
northern island of Santo, and the actors involved are familiar 
faces across local television screens, so they knew that the 
film version would have a following in the region. 

In the beginning, there wasn’t really a discussion about 

camera format on this production because the production 
company owned two Canon C-300s and wanted to re-
purpose them for the film. I had originally been a part of the 
purchase of these cameras for Love Patrol, so knew them 
more or less back to front from. They are great for shooting 
in low light conditions. Our set had many LED’s fitted in the 
production design; I was able to shoot at ISO 1600 with a 
300-degree shutter. This meant that a lot of the ambient light 
from the LED’s could be used to light certain parts of the set. 
We had some trouble with flicker in the LED’s, the production 
had already installed them when I began testing so I had 
to find a way to shoot under those conditions, and the 300 
degree shutter solved that problem. 

Most of the production design elements for our nightclub 
set had been already decided before I came on board. The 
main idea was to be true to Pacific Island life. This meant 
having lots of bamboo structures, and deep browns, reds 
and greens. Our set had a huge variety of colours splashed 
around, against black walls, so there were some challenges 
lighting actors with darker skin tone in that environment. The 
other challenge related to that was the director wanted to 
film with two cameras and as many directions as possible. 
This meant that I needed to do some lighting from overhead. 
We built a lighting rig out of scaffold and hung a skirted 6k 
space light off it. That provided top light to the club when it 
was in day mode. Then we hung par cans, profile spots of 
various colours, a mirror ball and some black light up there 
to work various looks for the club scenes. I wanted to have 
colour themes for the different scenes as the film progresses. 
I also had construction cut a series of rectangular holes into 
the set behind the stage, to which we added some white 
Perspex and shone blondies through it with varying coloured 
gels depending on the scene. This gave a great motivation for 

The crew work into the evening on a small bamboo bridge - PHOTO Tim Barnsley
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Best Boy Etchell William and crew member Bautist (B1) rig practical  
fluorescent lamps in the night club set - PHOTO Tim Barnsley



coloured backlight from a sneaky 5k over the set. 

In pre-production I tested some Kodak and Fuji LUTs that are 
built into Davinci Resolve and found myself leaning toward the 
Fuji one. It had great skin-tone and the colours weren’t too 
saturated, this look dictated the lighting of the film. For the 
scenes outside in the settlements and streets, I went through 
a progression of the look; we start slightly bluer and colder 
and move warmer as the story progresses. The film Cabaret 
(1972) was definitely a reference. Peter and I watched it in 
pre-production and had some discussion about it. Its use of 
space came up, we leaned on that knowing we didn’t have a 
huge budget to work with. Also, the colour in that film, and the 
feeling of sexiness and fun that comes from the colours, that 
is something that inspired our work on Life Is Sweet.

Walker’s vision was to create a local story, for local audiences 
within Vanuatu and for broader Pacific Island audiences. Also, 
his vision was to create a night club kind of atmosphere, 
reflective of films like Cabaret, we even included an 
entertaining, androgynous MC character (played by Ritchie 
Toka), who drives the story through many of the scenes. 
The film is very much self-reflexive, it contains a play within a 
nightclub setting within the film, and actors break the fourth 
wall and refer to the film audience as if they were the theatre 
audience. Peter and I worked to have these moments shine 
as points in the film where the action stops and theatrical 
light would play on the scene, to give the film audience an 
entrance into the play. 

Colour also played a large part. We have weddings, rap 
videos and high schools scenes all appearing within this world 
and often within the nightclub setting so we needed shifting 

colour palettes to separate them for the audience. We used 

a blue-green for the regular club time, red for our main male 

character’s (Max) rap scene, blue for school scenes, and 

orange for when the Chief arrives to adjudicate. All of these 

scenes contain originally written music that drives the story 

with a great sense of fun but also important messages. 

My favorite sequence in Life Is Sweet would be a scene 

between our two main characters Sonia and Max. They have 

a huge argument about marriage at their house and it all takes 

place in song. The camera takes them into the house, then 

back out of the house and we rest on them reminiscing on 

the better times they have had in the past. It is all in song and 

we do a number of camera moves to bring them in and out, it 

also shows off the kind of environment they live in. 

Life is Sweet is a unique production in the sense that crew 

members may perform multiple roles. My Gaffer, Danny, for 

example also played two parts in the film and my Best Boy, 

Andre, played keyboard in the band. I had a fantastic and 

dedicated camera department for the film. All of the crew are 

locals and have locally trained. I had two camera operators 

Francis Wai and Bobby Homu. Francis’s specialty was 

operating long master shots on the dolly and Bobby was the 

go to for Glidecam work. I had only one hard working Focus 

Puller, Robin, who pushed himself to pull focus for both A and 

B cameras as well as remotely for the Glidecam. I had worked 

with some of the crew already on seasons seven and eight 

of Love Patrol. We spent months working in the tropical heat 

and dust together so have developed a shorthand. The guys 

knew what I wanted and I knew what they could achieve so 

communication was smooth. 

Etchell Williams poses for a photo at another Kava Bar location,  
this was constructed in the grounds of Wan Smolbag - PHOTO Tim Barnsley
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The film is currently still in post-production and is scheduled to 
be finished by April 2016. At the moment the plan is to head 
into Resolve for the colour grade and apply the Fuji LUT as a 
starting point. I shot some tests in pre-production with that 
look in mind and found I could shoot with about a half stop of 
overexposure and then bring things down in post for a nice 
saturated look with healthy blacks. 

We set out to make a film that represented modern life on a 
pacific island in an honest way and through the eyes of the 
local people. We wanted to be faithful to their experience of 
life, and in the modern world, not in a grass skirt kind of way, 
so we used the stories that the actors provided, we honed in 
on what their experiences were, and I think it should translate 
into a strong and positive message. 

Working with Peter Walker and Wan Smolbag Theatre is 
such a great experience, not only does it involve shooting 
great stories, and working with a great crew, but it also 
offers cultural exchange to happen. I get to share some of 
the filmmaking skills that I have learnt and the cast and crew 
get to share their culture and community with me, it is very 
rewarding. 

Tim Barnsley is a graduate of the Australian Film Television & Radio School 

(AFTRS). It was there that he shot acclaimed short film Inferno (2011), that 

went on to screen at Camerimage Festival in Poland, and won him both state 

and national Gold Australian Cinematographers Society Awards.  

Most recently he picked up the 2014 ACS Golden Tripod for  

Music Videos for She Rex’s Power.

Viranda David who plays Sonia in ‘Life Is Sweet’ - PHOTO Tim Barnsley
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THE BAY WAY
Academy Award-winning DOP Dion Beebe ACS ASC  

speaks exclusively about the new action thriller  
13 Hours: The Secret Soldiers of Benghazi, and on working  

with legendary Hollywood Director Michael Bay.

- interview by Lindsay Coleman



On the evening of 11 September 2012, the eleventh 
anniversary of the 9/11 attacks, a group of Islamist militants 
launch an assault on the American diplomatic compound in 
Benghazi, Libya. CIA security contractors - military veterans 
who served with the Navy Seals, Marine Corps and Army 
Special Forces - take the initiative to make a desperate stand 
to defend the American Ambassador and his staff.

In February 2014 it was announced that Paramount Pictures 
was in talks to acquire the rights to a book on the subject, 
13 Hours: The Inside Account of What Really Happened 
In Benghazi. Written by Mitchell Zuckoff, a professor of 
journalism at Boston University, the book was co-written with 
the security team who were involved in the 2012 Benghazi 
attack. It tells the story of the thirteen-hour events from the 
perspective of the forces that were involved in the fighting, 
without discussing later political controversies. 

Erwin Stoff would produce the film with Hollywood 
heavyweight Michael Bay signed to direct. Filming began 
in April of 2015, in Malta and Morocco, with Brisbane-born 
Beebe behind the lens.

AC Did Michael Bay make reference to Pain & Gain  
 (2013) as an aesthetic breakthrough for his oeuvre 

during production?

DB I think Michael is at a point in his career where he has  
 started to focus on different types of material. Both 

Pain & Gain and 13 Hours are stories that got Michael’s 
attention. Both are based on true events and though they are 
a different type of movie for him they are not totally unfamiliar. 
With 13 Hours most of our soldiers are ex-navy seals, these 
are guys Michael knows. He is also very experienced at re-
creating war-zones. But he has certainly not turned his back 
on the blockbuster. He is currently prepping Transformers 5 as 
he finishes post on 13 Hours.

AC He is making it?

DB He is making it.  

AC I thought he said he wasn’t going to do any more?

DB Well, when he finished Transformers: Age Of Extinction  
 (2014) he said, “that’s it, I’m done, I’m not going to 

direct any more”.  But it’s a multi-billion dollar franchise; I 
suppose the question is… why give it up?

AC Bay has a preference for a lot of black in his  
 explosions, a sort of dirty explosion. But the fire in 

13 Hours is almost greenish. 

DB The goal we had was to create a world that was 
 unfamiliar to both our characters and our audience. It 

needed to feel hostile. This was a country that no longer had 
the rule of law and the Americans were not welcome. So the 
palette was designed to create unease. The colours of the 
night are generated from artificial sources. I purposely pushed 
the colour and the night does take on a slightly green hue. 
This was not a cool, moonlit night.  

AC To evoke cool nights is almost beyond cliché?

DB It’s a choice. Cool, blue night is part of our visual  
 language. I do incorporate cool tones but mix them 

with various artificial sources. This is an urban environment. 
The story takes place in neighbourhoods and homes. As a 
result, practical light sources seemed very plausible, very 
motivated by the scene. 

AC Were you going with mercury vapours or did you in  
 turn feel that was clichéd?

DB We used a wide cross section of lighting for the night  
 scenes. Yes, mercury vapour, but also metal halides, 

sodium vapour, straight tungsten. Most of our movie lights 
were gelled in various colours. A lot of green colours as 
well as dirty yellows or amber. I wasn’t after a de-saturated, 
gritty feel.  I wanted it to have a bold look. Hopefully the look 
will feel motivated by the environment. You don’t want the 
audience to become aware of the look that you’ve created.  

AC You adapt your style to that of the filmmaker you  
 are working with. How specific is Michael Bay in 

terms of what he asked for? Let’s say, shallow depth of 

A scene from ‘13 Hours’ - DOP Dion Beebe ACS ASC
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focus, or asking for a shot to be very saturated?

DB Michael is a visual storyteller. He is very interested in the  
 look, feel and composition of each shot. With this 

movie I think he was curious to see where our collaboration 
would take us. He gave me a lot of room to contribute and 
bring things to the table. There was a lot of trust. I appreciated 
his strong visual aesthetic and he in turn felt I was bringing 
something new to his approach. 

As an example I was able to introduce Michael to the Hawk 
T1 close fcous lenses. These lenses are relatively new and 
have unique optics. Having read the script and knowing 
Michael’s intense visual style I figured he would really use 
them. The close focus capabilities allow you to get inside the 
personal space of the characters, creating a real intimacy both 
during the height of battle as well as the quiet moments of 
reflection. In the end these lenses became an important part 
of the movies visual language.  

AC 30-50mm there is less compression and the  
 movement of characters seems more real, there is 

the illusion of proximity.  

DB I certainly agree with that. Around 30-50mm is how we,  
 as humans, relate to things visually. It’s an accurate 

measure if we put lenses in our skulls. For me lens choice 
really depends on the material. There are times that you can 
use lenses to exaggerate the story’s perspective. You can use 
these tools to emphasize a story point, or a character quirk. 
Look at the Coen Brothers. They can be very restrained with 
there lens choices but also very stylised. 

I tend to stay away from very wide lenses like 12mm and 
14mm because you are so outside human perspective. The 
danger is that you create an artifice that is distracting and 
hard to accept. Ultimately audiences today are very visually 
literate and if the choices are moving the story forward and 
generating the right emotional response then you are free to 
do whatever you like.  

AC With the wider lenses on Pain & Gain, did you ever  
 have to talk Michael Bay out of such lenses?

DB Yes. (laughs) In a very good-humoured way Michael,  
 my operator and myself would sometimes discuss how 

wide a lens we needed. The other area of negotiation was the 
use of Dutch-angles. My tendency is to avoid them as they 
can often draw too much attention to the camera, however 
Michael would often be right about the fact that sometimes 
‘Dutching’ the camera was the only way to contain the action 
within the frame. I always try and keep an open mind when 
finding the best way to make a shot work.  

AC What about when you are asked to make a stylistic  
 decision beyond what you might be comfortable with?

“ There is so much  
momentum it is impossible  

to look away. “

DB Hopefully the story will always dictate the style.  
 However, as a Cinematographer I am aware that 

different Directors will bring a different approach to the 
material. Michael does have a very bold visual approach 
and he often comes under fire for that. There is nothing 
naturalistic about his style. It is really closer to a kind of 
visual expressionism. When it works it’s a very visceral and 
engaging. There is so much momentum that it is impossible to 
look away. 

AC On an emotional level it is well judged. The  
 catharticend of Armageddon (1998) is matched by 

a high contrast, saturated finale when the shuttles are 
landing. It was liberating on an emotional level.

DB It’s true. Michael is always thinking about his audience.  
 What information is crucial to the story. He is not a 

big fan of unnecessary exposition and is always looking for 
ways to get the information across in the most economic 
way. What does the audience need to know? Where are they 
emotionally? Rhythmically what is required? He likes to keep 
things moving.  
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AC What was your camera package for 13 Hours?  
 What were your lenses?

DB We carried four Red Dragons. We shot anamorphic  
 with three cameras running all the time. The fourth 

body was dedicated to the hawk lenses as they are spherical 
and require a different mount. Our anamorphic package all 
came from Panavision, both London and Los Angeles were 
very helpful putting it together. We would use anamorphic 
primes and zooms in equal measure. Mostly we were in the 
range of 75-100 in the primes but would often switch it up. 
We also carried the 11-1 anamorphic zoom as well as the 3-1 
zoom that goes to 560mm. This is an impressive lens both in 
size and performance. There is a lot of glass in that 3-1 zoom. 
My First Assistant Camera, Ej Misisco, did a great job putting 
the package together.  

AC What were the features of the Hawk lenses that  
 were new or unusual?

DB I think what sets these lenses apart from other close  
 focus primes is that they are capable of opening up 

to a T1. This combination of the open iris which creates an 
incredibly shallow depth of field together with macro focus 
allows you to really isolate your subject. You can be shooting 
on a 21mm, a relatively wide lens, but be so physically 
close to your actor that it creates a sensation of leaning in 
to a barely audible conversation where everything else is 
immediately excluded.  

The intimacy that creates is considerable. The juxtaposition 
of the powerful action sequences, with this ability to lean in, 
helps you to understand the human factor in this conflict. 
When you look into a soldier’s eyes there is a lot going on: 
pain, confusion, and doubt. I feel it really helped to humanise 
these characters.

The intimacy that creates is considerable. The juxtaposition 
of the powerful action sequences, with this ability to lean in, 
helps you to understand the human factor in this conflict. 
When you look into a soldier’s eyes there is a lot going on: 
pain, confusion, and doubt. I hope it can really humanise the 
characters.

“The juxtaposition of the 
powerful action sequences, with 
this ability to lean in, helps you 
to understand the human factor 

AC Isn’t there a difficulty where the characters have  
 limited backstory, the dialogue is expositional, and 

much of what the film is about getting from point A to B in 
the story?

DB I think that’s a challenge we face on every movie. How  
 do you get to the emotional core of the film? How do 

you get to the point of it all?  

AC Like Cinderella in Into the Woods (2014)?

DB Exactly. Whether a musical or a war movie, you’re  
 trying to tap into some human emotion. The story is 

the vehicle. Yes, the journey is important, however it ultimately 
serves to bring us to that place where we connect emotionally 
to the characters. If that fails then it may still have been a fun 
ride but we leave feeling a little empty.

AC The film features many beards, people are covered  
 in dirt, at night. I imagine eye light would have been 

particularly important?

DB Yes, they were. That was why you wanted to get close  
 to faces. At night, in medium wide shot, there’s so 

much going on all around, everything just plays as actions. 
You don’t get to emotionally connect. Seeing their eyes is 
crucial, The Hawks allowed us to get up close, to glimpse the 
fear, to connect emotionally with the characters. Soldiers can 
easily be dehumanised because of the function they serve. 
It was important to emotionally connect somehow with all of 
them.
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AC Your actors were very tall, athletic, camouflaged  
 and filmed at night. How did you hope to 

differentiate your actors?  

DB It’s a good point. Wardrobe choices were important.  
 You don’t have time in an action sequence to identify 

who is who. You need indicators to distinguish these guys. 
You also need to understand geography. Who is taking fire 
from where? What is the threat? Otherwise bullets are flying 
everywhere, the scene stops making sense and the audience 
stops caring. Having visual clues becomes important.  

AC They presumably arrive at the compound in  
 daylight?

DB They arrive at the embassy as night is falling. The  
 attack on the compound is carried out at night and 

into dawn. The timeline is sundown to sunrise. Many of the 
key scenes are pre-dawn, into dawn. We tried to create a 
chronology that would help the audience understand the 
passage of time. The clock starts with the attack on the 
embassy. Of course there is a preamble previous to that.  

AC How then did you establish screen geography?

DB There are key scenes at the embassy and compound  
 that help establish that. An early scene has us touring 

the embassy grounds with our guys as they examine its 
security shortfalls. We also made use of drones as a language 
of the movie. These serve both as a camera platform and a 
means of surveillance in the movie. These aerial viewpoints 
really help you understand the layout and geography before 
the attack. 

The actual CIA compound in Benghazi was made up of four 
buildings: A, B, C and D. We were able to identify which 
building soldiers would have been on, and what the vantage 
point of each pair of soldiers on each building would have 
been. That way you always knew who was under attack, what 
they were trying to defend and where the threat was coming 
from. 

AC The final battle in Miami Vice (2006) is perfect  
 screen geography.  

DB Michael Mann and Michael Bay are extremely different  
 in their approaches. Mann is analytical and systematic 

in terms of how he breaks down action. Bay is much more 
visceral and emotional. With Mann on Collateral (2004) we 
had the sequence in the Korean night club. Well if you want 
to talk about defined lines, in a nightclub like that there are 
no defined lines. All you’ve got is a room with 400 people in 
it! Every major character in the movie converges on this club, 
each with their own particular goals and targets they are trying 
to locate. 

My job, on that particular sequence, was to try and 
understand geography, action, and how visual reference 
points could be created for the audience so you could cut 
quickly from one character to another, and know from their 
surrounds who it is, where they are, where they are in the 
room, where their threat is coming from. When there are five 
different threats in the room it can become very complicated, 
very confusing, very quickly. 

AC How do you track your lens choices in terms of the  
 edit and visual features, background to foreground, 

in a sequence such as that?

DB In an action sequence it really becomes about what do   
 I need to see, what is giving the audience the 

information they need to seamlessly follow the action. I 
remember spending time lighting a close up of cruise sticking 
a blade in one of the guards legs and Mann turning to me and 
saying, “I just need to see it”. And he is right. There are times 
in action when the key is to be visually clear about what is on 
the screen particularly when you know it’s going to be a fast 
edit. The same with lens choice, what is going to convey the 
information needed. In the nightclub with cruise we are forced 
to play the action at very close quarters. We see his skills at 
work in this tight, crowded space. 

AC You also went with wider lenses with him?

DB Yes, you were wider and closer. You were also reaching  
 across the room to see your FBI agent entering the 

room and where they are coming from. You then have a visual 
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language their own. With the Jamie Foxx character you are 
both observing him and with him. It switches up. One moment 
he’s the target, the next you are with him and feeling his 
helplessness.

AC Those are the on-the-shoulder Michael Mann  
 shots?

DB With Michael Mann it’s always on the shoulder. He  
 never puts it on a bloody tripod! Or a dolly!

AC On Blackhat (2015) he put the camera right on the  
 shoulder of the antagonists as well. 

DB Yes. I take that from my time with him. He was the first  
 filmmaker I worked with who did that. You really see it 

in The Insider (1999) as well. He takes his lens right up there, 
right inside. That’s where all the rules get thrown out. He just 
breaks through that wall all the time. That creates a certain 
tension. When you get inside that personal space and you 
stay there, the audience feels anxiety. But I really credit that 
as something that Michael Mann has brought to the language 
of cinema. I really feel he didn’t use it for the first time but he 
mastered it.

AC Going back to 13 Hours, you used drones for  
 shooting the embassy compound?

DB Yes, we did. That was a device that helped us  
 understand geography.  

AC How far have drones come in recent years?

DB They have come a hell of a long way! I used one on  
 Gangster Squad (2013). It was very limited in terms of 

what you could achieve, what you could load onto the copter. 
Now we can fly REDs, Alexas, pretty much anything. We used 
smaller cameras too, but now you can clip on a 4k recorder 
with most of these cameras, so you’re able to protect 
the resolution. I feel it has really become a tool, not just a 
gimmick. It becomes a way to explore geography, locations, in 
a different way.

AC With the 4k on the drone you wouldn’t have to  
 worry too much about focus?  

DB You can set it to distances of about 30-40 feet and  
 know that you are going to be safe for the night work. 

You’re still not working with rigs where you can run a remote 
focus. The type of application for drones doesn’t really require 
that, unless you’re trying to fly up into someone’s face. Then 
it’s no longer the right device anyway.  

AC On Gangster Squad you had a very bright light  
 source lighting the heroes on a night road from a 

half a mile away. Did you take a similar approach on 13 
Hours?

DB Yes, it was a similar approach with this. You’ve always  
 got a choice of certain light sources when you are 

lighting for night and particularly when lighting for a digital 
camera because of the sensitivity. You really have the 
opportunity to create ambience in the night sky. 

My approach with 13 Hours was to create ambient light in 
the sky by placing bigger units almost a mile away for the 
embassy battle. We had a huge area to cover for that. It was 
probably a couple of square miles that we had to light. The 
geography of the place had to be clear, from where these 
places were and we needed light references to find them. We 
shot the movie in Malta so did not have the option of using 
Bebee lights which are a very useful big source. Instead of 
my Gaffer, John Buckley, built a big light and hung it off of a 
construction crane. We used remote yokes where you can 
operate the lights from the ground. That got us around 200 
feet in the air. This, combined with large units placed in the 
distance at ground level and combined with smoke, really 
helped us to create depth and an almost 360 degree shooting 
area. 

AC You lit up the smoke?

DB We lit up the smoke, but way in the distance. It gave  
 a sense, that beyond the wall the night went on forever. 

It was important to create a feeling that the threat these guys 
were under could come from anywhere and could come from 
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any distance. The aim was to expand our world as much as 
possible allowing us to change direction quickly. The truth is 
if you work with Michael Bay you had better be prepared to 
work fast.  

AC There is one shot where the heroes are backlit, with  
 light hitting the smoke behind them in the trailer. 

DB That was a more dramatic version of the idea. This shot  
 was done away from the embassy and closer to one of 

our big, street level units. That shot had more drama than the 
effect was designed and takes on a more graphic quality. The 
effect was ultimately designed to be more ambient.  

AC Was the work of Greig Frasier ACS ASC on Zero  
 Dark Thirty (2012) a reference point?

DB Greig did a great job on that film. He took a really  
 interesting approach to what is a siege on a compound 

at night. Our situation was different because this was like any 
night in Benghazi. There was a soccer match on that night. 
The city was functioning; things were still going on. That is 
the surreal journey the characters go through. All of this stuff 
is still going on but these guys are in the fight of their lives. 
People aren’t stopping for this fight. Also, the guys don’t know 
who is who, who is a bad guy who isn’t. It wasn’t an isolated 
compound as was the case in Zero Dark Thirty, this was in a 
neighbourhood. I wasn’t trying to create an ambient night like 
Greig created. 13 Hours has a somewhat more aggressive 
visual style, and that’s more in keeping with the type of 
filmmaker Michael Bay is. 

AC In terms of the light in the sky for the low angle  
 shots for night exteriors, how did you achieve 

consistency?

DB Not easily! It’s tricky. We were on an island. Sometimes  
 it would be calm, other times you’d have a howling 

gale!  We ran perimeter smoke machines on a calm night and 
we’d get a perfect soft haze. Other nights we’d have a ripping 
gale and you’d have to try and localize it. Every night was a 
different sort of challenge. That is the challenge with extended 
night photography: consistency is hard. Some nights we had 
a lot of marine layer, some nights there’d be none. Really you 

just have to be smart about it.  

AC In Miami Vice there is a shot where you have either  
 a dawn or a sunset behind Jamie Foxx as he 

confers with Colin Farrell. It looks like you froze the sky 
behind in that shot it is so consistent!

DB Every time you undertake a sequence which is in very  
 specific natural light, be it dusk, or pre-dawn, any of 

those. They are often the most dramatic lighting environments 
you can be in, but your window is incredibly narrow. By 
committing to that you know you’ve opened yourself up to a 
world of pain. 

If you don’t get it all in one go you know you’re going to 
be back there, trying to capture it again. In that same half 
hour window you had prior. Those moments are about the 
Cinematographer and the Director asking, “can we do this?” 
It’s also about not compromising what the actors can do. You 
can go to some actors and say, “you’ve got fifteen minutes to 
get this, then it’s over”. Some will step right up. Others, you 
know it’s just going to throw them, the pressure. It very much 
becomes a joint decision. You know it is going to look great, 
and then you have to ask if the pressure is worth it. Often the 
answer is yes - but the decision should be a joint one. 

On 13 Hours we have an extended pre-dawn sequence. 
We shot it every night over the course of about four weeks.  
Whenever we got to blue night, we had a horrifying forty 
minutes where we had to do so much, everyone did. It was 
the worst part of every shooting day when blue night was 
coming because we had to be so concise in that window, to 
get what we needed to get.

AC Did you judge those moments off the monitor?

DB Yes, and that is one of the great advantages of digital,  
 that you have this tool that can guide you. You can 

really assess how far you can take it. Often Michael would 
try to get blue night going as early as possible. He wanted 
to extend it as long as he could. We created a number of 
lookup tables on the movie that we could implement. These 
were quick to assess how far we could take it each night. In 
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the end it becomes important enough to do, to put us under 
that pressure, in the service of the storytelling. You reach 
that moment, with the dawn coming, where you believe the 
movie is over, that the story has come to an end. The siege is 
seemingly done. Everyone survives. But that doesn’t happen. 
It was a chance to create a misdirect with the audience before 
delivering the final blow.

AC With the light? 

DB With the light. When you’re under attack all night long  
 and dawn breaks, traditionally that is the end of the 

siege. You literally feel help is arriving at the gate. But the fight 
was not over. Dawn is breaking, we made it. You literally feel 
help is arriving at the gate. But the fight was not over. 

AC Do you feel you give any clues to the audience as  
 to the unresolved nature of the siege?

DB Other than that it is based on true events, I feel that the  
 idea was not to give anything away.  

AC Do you grade your dailies?

DB Yes.

AC How long do you usually spend doing that for a  
 given day?

DB I spend a lot of time in pre-production developing  
 LUTs for any project that I do. I apply those tables 

when I shoot. At the end of each day I’ll go in with my DIT 
and engage in a quick review. I have to tweak the look a little 
bit where necessary, making changes on the fly. I rely on the 
grade created in pre-production. That’s the grade I’m lighting 
the scene to. That’s how I perceive everything through all of 
the monitors. It is all via the original grade created in pre-
production. I need this look going through all my reference 
monitors so I know what sort of contrast ratios I’m working 
with on set.  

AC Sometimes directors looking at ungraded dailies  
 get upset by what they are looking at.  

“One of the things which irks the 
hell out of me is that the grade is 
not a part of Cinematographer’s 

deal anymore.“

DB I tell young DPs how important it is to establish a look  
 in pre-production. Everyone complains about the 

fact that we are working with raw data, to which anything 
can be done. Well you do something to it before you start 
this process. Get everyone on board. Make sure everyone 
is in agreement. If you deliver raw data to an editor then it’s 
going to go to places it was never meant to go. It’s really the 
Cinematographer’s responsibility to define that from the get 
go. Otherwise you’ll be disappointed with your results and 
you’re not really doing your job either.  

AC How much did your work on Memoirs of a Geisha  
 (2005) purchase you good will?

DB In this town if you get nominated or even better, win an  
 Oscar, then your voice becomes louder. By this, I mean 

people will want your input and involvement. People do pay 
attention to that sort of acknowledgement. It’s the young 
Cinematographer starting out that I’m concerned for. They’re 
getting shut out of the process. 

One of the things which irks the hell out of me is that the 
grade is not a part of Cinematographer’s deal anymore. You’re 
invited to the grade, but you are not paid to be there. 

AC You’re a guest.

DB Right, for me that is a non-starter. I will not be part of  
 a film unless I am contracted to participate in the grade. 

There are too many occasions where Cinematographers 
are not involved in the grading of their movies. I wish the 
ACS, or ASC could make a stand on that. A young DP 
is not even offered that opportunity. They are squeezed 
out of the process. It should be a non-starter for every 
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Cinematographer: I’m not doing the grade? I’m not doing the 
movie. 

AC Do you think the future is made up of grader/ 
 Cinematographers?

DB It is very important for Cinematographers to understand  
 the grading room very well. It is equally important to 

understand visual effects very well. You’ve got to understand 
these parts; otherwise you will be squeezed out of them. You 
won’t even realise you’re being squeezed out of them. If you 
understand the tools and the technology you then become 
a bigger asset the more you will remain involved beyond just 
being on set.  

AC You’ve always understood that though, even going  
 back to your day-for-night on Vacant Possession 

(1995).

DB When you’re young and starting out you need to be  
 very protective of the look and style that you create. 

There’s plenty of competition, if you don’t protect your vision 
and look you’re ultimately the one who is going to suffer. It’s 
one thing to have regrets, but really you have to fight tooth 
and nail to make sure you get to present what you intended.  

AC The light in the third act of Into the Woods is  
 broken up much more than in the first two acts. It 

represents a different aesthetic but it works because the 
first two acts feature such a consistent aesthetic.  

DB That was discussed with the director, Rob Marshall, in  
 a lot of detail. He was on board with the idea of coming 

into a fairy tale world that you would then disassemble. By the 
end it is not the world you thought it was. By the end there 
is almost no sky to be seen. There is nothing but forest, and 
you’re lost. The only place left to go is inwards. We very much 
wanted to create a visual metaphor to play out through that 
movie.

AC It was quite shocking at the end. The conclusion.

DB It is. That’s what drew Rob to it in the first place. It  
 really is deceptive, a world that we know so well. But 

really, in the end, it’s a device to get us hooked. It proceeds to 
disassemble and reconstruct our expectation of a fairy tale. 

AC How did you manage to break the light up as you  
 did?

DB All of the hard light was lit with moving, theatrical light.  
 That gave me a lot of control in terms of how to move 

the light, how to break the light, how to move it quickly within 
the parameters we had. I could also control the colour of it. In 
the end what was most important was the understanding of 
the progression through the three acts and what we wanted 
from each segment. Once you identify what you are looking 
for, you just work on a way of then getting there. Hopefully 
you’ve set up the right tools, the right devices for when the 
time comes. When the time does come you’ve never got 
enough time. On Into the Woods smoke, once again, was an 
important component. It was part of the storytelling, in how 
it catches light and becomes a compositional element, often 
drawing the viewer attention towards something or someone. 
Smoke, however is always a challenging thing to to work with.  

AC Do you judge smoke by eye?

DB You judge it by eye, but also it is worth remembering  
 smoke is really there in every scene in the movie. So 

you have to sustain these sorts of levels. You’re totally reliant 
on your SFX team to be working with you with smokers 
throughout the studio to create that sort of very particular 
level. Too much smoke and the image will change completely, 
the same with too little. You’ve got to find that balance. You 
find it and then in minutes it’s gone, so you’re back to again 
trying to reach it, again and again. When you’re adding those 
types of elements you can see how collaborative filmmaking 
really is. 

“It really is deceptive,  
a world that we know so well.  

But really, in the end, it’s a 
device to get us hooked.“ 

AC There must be something in you that loves these  
 challenges. There is a lot of substance in relation to 

atmosphere in 13 Hours.

DB We had a lot of atmosphere on 13 Hours. A lot of  
 smoke, a lot of dust, a lot of particulants. That was a 

big part of that world. Atmosphere allows you to do things 
with light that you otherwise couldn’t. I’ve always enjoyed 
having that element to play with, when its appropriate.  

AC I feel there are more medium shots – torsos and  
 heads - than normal for a Michael Bay film in 13 

Hours?

DB Michael does like to make an impact on the screen and 
 has bold style. I do think he tried a different approach 

to how he constructed shots and the decisions he made to 
tell the story. Certainly it has a different pace to some of his 
previous films. While shooting he would very consciously let 
action play outside of the frame or on actors faces, focusing 
on the emotional effect rather than just the spectacle.  

AC Last question Dion. Michael Bay seems to have  
 asked you to put your camera down low much 

more than you otherwise would normally do?

DB (laughter) You sort of negotiate as you go. I know  
 that I convinced him to have it up higher than normally 

he would have for certain shots. The low tracking shot 
is something he loves. He can be very effective with it. I 
was never expecting to change Michael Bay’s visual style. 
Hopefully we influenced each other.  

Lindsay Coleman is a film academic, independent producer, and ongoing 

contributor to Australian Cinematographer Magazine.

13 Hours: The Secret Soldiers of Benghazi is set to hit cinemas on 15 

January 2016.
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AND NOW, 
THE NEWS.

In praise of Australians who bring us the evening news,  
John Tulloh, former head of International Operations  

for the Australian Broadcasting Corporation,  
reflects from forty years in the news business.

- by John Tulloh

News cameraman Les Wasley BEM with an Eclair Cameflex 35mm Camera, ready for take-off from the aircraft carrier 
HMAS Melbourne while filming military exercises in the Philippines in 1961 - PHOTO Courtesy Ron Windon ACS
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In the world of television news, if there is one group which 

can rightfully claim a grievance for lack of recognition, it is the 

cameramen* who bring you what it is all about: the pictures, 

the vision, the actuality and the reason you watch news 

bulletins. They are the special forces of the news industry. 

Unlike the reporters and producers, they have to be at the 

front line. Otherwise, those news reports count for little. Yet 

their contribution is so often overlooked. It is disappointing in 

an industry that likes to trumpet its successes. And now they 

face extinction with the gradual switch to the squirt-and-run 

style of video journalists (VJs). 

It is probably forgotten that the cameramen at the birth of 

television were also the reporters just as they were in the old 

newsreel days. Like the famous Damien Parer (1943 Academy 

Award winner, Kokoda Front Line!) and many others before 

them, they went out alone to cover the stories. It was then left 

to an editorial person back at the station to put them together. 

In many cases, they are still the reporters today because they 

still cover some stories alone. 

I spent forty years in foreign television news working for 

Visnews (now Reuters TV) in London, Saigon, Singapore, 

Hong Kong and New York before returning to Australia to run 

the ABC’s international television news operation. Visnews 

was the world’s biggest television news agency. Its reporters 

were its network of staff and freelance cameramen working to 

the London head office news desk or a regional bureau. 

They were thrilling days of ferocious syndicated competition. 

The excitement was the anticipation of what your coverage 

of a major story would show and would it be better than the 

opposition’s. The cameramen were the key to an agency’s 

success. Many of them knew more about the story than the 

much-feted foreign correspondents and certainly had sharper 

news instincts to be competitive. 

One such cameraman was our own Neil Davis (ACS Hall of 

Fame inductee, 1997). His war coverage from Vietnam and 

Cambodia was at the very frontline shot on his faithful Bell and 

Howell three-lens wind-up camera with a cassette recorder for 

sound. He knew more about what was happening than any 

reporter. Shrapnel killed Davis in 1985 while filming a coup in 

Bangkok. Michael Buerk, the acclaimed BBC correspondent, 

made a name for himself for his poignant reporting of the 

1984 Ethiopian famine. But the person who broke the story 

was really the Visnews cameraman, the late Mohamed 

Amin, whose pictures of starvation and suffering are forever 

remembered. But initially the credit for the story went to Buerk 

because he was the voice behind the pictures. Unfortunately 

and unfairly, that is the way the system works. 

Such an example happened in August 2011 when three ABC 

personnel were killed in a helicopter crash near Lake Eyre. The 

tragedy is remembered for the death of reporter Paul Lockyer, 

a much-admired face and a voice known to millions. The 

veteran helicopter pilot, Gary Ticehurst, was also remembered 

to a lesser extent. But for the cameraman, John Bean ACS, 

somehow his name and role barely registered in the public 

consciousness even though he had shot the Lake Eyre 

documentary that they were following up on. 

For me, the best news cameramen in the world are 

Australians. They are versatile, have a can-do attitude and 

an uncanny eye for the pictures that count. Many taught 

themselves to edit, making themselves all-rounders. One 

The Movietone Crew in 1938 - PHOTO Courtesy Ron Windon ACS
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was Paul Moran from Adelaide, who was killed by a suicide 

bomber at the start of the Iraq war in 2003. Confronted by a 

strange editing machine in a small-town American television 

station, he got a job by assuring them that he could use 

the machine except it would take a day to adjust because 

in the southern hemisphere it was back to front. In foreign 

fields, Australian cameramen like Moran irritated those 

from countries that had strict demarcation lines between 

camerawork and editing. They have always been in demand 

as freelancers by the big international broadcasters for their 

all-round skills. 

“The best news  
cameramen in the  

world are Australians.“ 

Yet little is publicised or truly appreciated about these people 

or their craft. When I see a home-grown documentary, 

my main interest is to find out who shot it. This can be 

problematic if it is on the ABC because of the insulting 

tendency to compress the credits and promote some 

upcoming program. The ABC’s 7.30 from time to time gives 

an on-air credit to the producer as well as the reporter. The 

cameraman? Not a word. Or indeed the editor for that matter. 

Very occasionally it works the other way. In 1994, the ABC’s 

Andrew Taylor ACS earned the Walkley Award for Best 

Cinematography for his dramatic pictures of the uprising 

outside the Moscow White House. The ABC reporter, 

Deborah Snow, was a finalist in the best coverage of a current 

story, but the judges deemed this and the other two finalists 

not worthy of an award.

The great David Brill ACS had to buy his own camera 

equipment and pay his own air fare and excess baggage to 

New York back in the 70s when the ABC appointed him as 

its North America cameraman. His initial accommodation 

was at the $14 a night Pickwick Arms. Much cheaper that 

way, decided the ABC management. What’s more, he had 

to pay for his own insurance, including when covering the 

civil wars in Central America. Yet he had to work full time 

with ABC correspondents who had been posted with all the 

financial and other entitlements of Australian diplomats. Some 

subsequent cameramen posted overseas also had a struggle 

to be regarded the same as a correspondent. 

Somehow cameramen were regarded as lesser beings 

compared with their reporting colleagues. It was as if they 

were blue-collar workers rather than someone of a higher 

status. In interviews at the ABC for choosing a correspondent 

for an overseas post, a senior editorial person would always 

be present in order to have a say.  But they often had little 

interest when it came to selecting a cameraman. It was as 

if cameramen were all the same and you could take them 

for granted. Indeed often ads for these positions were for 

‘camera operators’, which I found appalling. To me, operators 

were people on switchboards or who drove forklift trucks. 

Cameramen are craftsmen. 

As per the Neil Davis example, many cameramen are also 

smart newsmen with the right instincts. David Brill went on 

to become a distinguished video journalist for SBS Dateline 

before unenlightened new management moved in. Michael 

Dean Semler AM ACS ASC in 1964, then an Adelaide news camerman shooting  
a story aboard the first Ansett Airlines jet to fly to Adelaide - PHOTO Courtesy Ron Windon ACS
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Cox, who won a joint Logie Award with ABC reporter Geoff 
Thomson for their coverage being embedded with US marines 
during the Iraq war, later wrote a published account. It was 
worthy of any correspondent. 

Peter Curtis ACS, then based in Moscow for the ABC, went 
on assignment to the Kuril Islands in the Russian Far East. 
On the long flight back, he wrote an account of his visit that 
mysteriously surfaced in a University of Tasmania department 
as an example of journal writing. Later, with his permission, 
it was reprinted in a magazine for international pilots. It, too, 
was another beautifully observed account of a strange and 
distant place - just like his camerawork. 

Once I was talking to an ABC cameraman based in Moscow 
who mentioned two or three very good story ideas in passing. 
I said he should mention this to the reporter to submit to the 
weekly planning meeting in Sydney. ‘Oh, no’, he said, ‘I’m 
only the cameraman’. I was appalled. 

I have the greatest admiration for many of the ABC foreign 
correspondents I had the privilege of working with. The same 
applies to many Visnews and later ABC cameramen for their 
versatility, creativity, and memorable work under pressure, 
courage, competitiveness and understanding as much as the 
reporter of what the story was all about. Alas, the halcyon 
days of news-gathering are over with the advent of drones, 
mobile phone cameras, selfie sticks, handout vision and the 
cold hand of the accountants. Perhaps it matters little when 

so much news these days consists of sterile interviews and 
statements set up by PR apparatchiks. 

You certainly need an experienced news cameraman and 
cool hand when it comes to one of the worst problems of an 
Australian summer: bushfires and their unpredictability. Some 
of the most terrifying television news pictures that stay in 
your mind are of raging bushfires up close. For me, another 
was the coverage by the ABC’s veteran Peter Sinclair of the 
1998 Sydney-Hobart yacht race. He and helicopter pilot Gary 
Ticehurst battled through a huge storm to cover and monitor 
a distressed yacht far out to sea before having to return to 
land with just a few minutes of fuel left. Just thinking about it is 
enough to make you sweat. 

So was the Lindt Cafe siege in Sydney in December 2014. 
The Seven Network won the Logie for best news coverage. It 
was to the credit of Seven that its senior cameraman spoke 
on behalf of all those involved. How appropriate that was 
because it was the cameramen rather than the reporters who 
made that a story to remember. 

Some years ago, the ABC’s excellent Foreign Correspondent 
program published two volumes of interesting yarns of 
incidents, background and events relating to many of the 
program’s reports. They were mainly by the reporters and 
producers. I have often wondered why the ABC does not 
produce a video of the best sequences shot over the years 
by its news and current affairs cameramen. It could be set 

Syd Wood ACS filming a bushfire near Cessnock NSW in 1949 - PHOTO Courtesy Ron Windon ACS
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to inspiring music. No voiceover would be needed. The 
memorability, sensitivity, beauty, content, imagery, drama and 
wonder of those pictures would be something to behold in 
today’s frantic world. 

As the ABC has had so many outstanding cameramen, it 
might be a dilemma to know where to start. But I would begin 
with current staff and nominate the work of Louie Eroglu ACS. 
As his many awards attest, he is a standout craftsman whose 
eye for striking and unforgettable image making is a visual and 
poetic treat. It is the same with even his stills on Facebook. 
He has a magical eye that can see a memorable frame in 
an instant. He epitomises the professional craftsmanship of 
Australian cameramen. 

Given that it is usually the reporters who get the credit on 
big stories, cameramen should not forget the old adage that 
a picture is worth a thousand words whereas a two-minute 

television news story amounts to less than two hundred 
words. 

*I have referred throughout to cameramen because I have only 
worked with men.

John Tulloh was the ABC television news and current affairs  

international editor from 1985 to 1999 and  

then head of International Operations until 2004.

Images for this feature were provided from the  

collection of Ron Windon ACS.
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President Obama congratulates Louie Eroglu ACS on being named White House News 
Cinematographer of the Year (for the 2nd year in a row) - PHOTO Courtesy Ron Windon ACS
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AN AUSTRALIAN IN BYDGOSZCZ
Drew Llewellyn ACS Camerimage Scholarship recipient, Lizz Vernon, travels across the world to  
attend the International Film Festival of the Art of Cinematography in Poland. – by Lizz Vernon

One may ask, “What am I doing here on the 

other side of the world? I don’t even speak 

the language”, then ponder “...or do I?” 

Poland’s Camerimage has been described 

as the best festival for cinematographers in 

the world and the international language here 

seems to be the love of all things ‘cine’ - I 

really feel as if I have come home.

Ask any cinematographers here about the 

camaraderie at Camerimage, to an outsider 

it may seem like one big out of control party 

but it’s not that at all; it is so much more, 

an amazingly well-oiled machine offering 

something for everyone; the planning behind 

the scenes to host an event of this scale is 

mindboggling.

Camerimage was described during 

the opening ceremony, as a ‘spa for 

cinematographers’, and I tend to agree 

it certainly is the place to come to take a 

breath, a time for restoration for the soul, 

to unwind and catch up. I would go a little 

further and say it is the pilgrimage that 

every cinematographer must make. Even 

first-timer, Richard Crudo ASC, President of 

the American Society of Cinematographers, 

agreed nothing had actually prepared him for 

how good Camerimage actually is.

People are the true beauty of this festival. 

Followed closely by the wonderful films they 

create. They are your heroes, your mentors, 

your peers and your friends. They shot the 

films you grew up watching, perhaps the very 

film that inspired you to love light or framing 

or even to become a cinematographer. Egos 

are left behind as participants descend from 

all over the world arriving in the picturesque 

Polish city of Bydgoszcz. I cannot think of 

another place in the world where I have had 

access to so many cinematographers in one 

place at the same time and been able to 

freely mix with them all.

The Opera Nova is the main hub of the 

festival. It is situated between the bank of 

the Burda River and just one of a multitude 

of cobblestone streets, with trams, buses, 

trains and taxis. Not to mention the fleet of 

BMW courtesy cars. While the city itself is a 

treat with a mix of beautiful historic buildings, 

occasional modern facility, wonderful sounds 

of new cars travelling down old streets paved 

with cobblestone, and more reflections 

than you could point a camera at. This is all 

enhanced by the magical early bedtime of 

the sun, as early as mid 3pm which takes a 

bit of getting used to when you are from a 

land filled with endless sunshine.

The whole festival offers a time to 

celebrate and soak up the pure love of 

what you normally do isolated from other 

cinematographers. You can finally discuss 

your triumphs, challenges, war stories, 

the old days the future, toys, tools, and 

everything in-between. There are the “how 

do they do that?” and the “I love what you 

did on...” moments. Take into account 

these moments are happening throughout 

Bydgoszcz at multiple venues across the 

city simultaneously. The love of the craft is 
evident in every conversation, whether in a 
workshop, a seminar or during any one of 
the amazing parties that the sponsors host. 
Tickets to which are most coveted.

Just outside each of the Opera Nova’s 
theatre doors an expo featuring the latest 
and greatest is in full swing, with discussions 
taking place at a relaxed pace over the length 
of the festival. Business cards exchanged 
as vendors speak with cinematographers, 
directors and agents alike. It is almost like 
playing a game of memory as you realise 
that someone you spoke to yesterday, you 
ought to find to introduce to someone you 
are speaking with today, and so goes the 
magic of the festival. Together you inspire 
each other and that inspiration will show in 
the films, documentaries, music videos and 
television that will be produced in the future.

As far as the latest products, Vantage 
announced the return of the large format 
anamorphic lens hitting the market just days 
before the festival opened, with three ranges 
of Hawk65 Anamorphic lenses (Hawk65 
Anamorphic, Hawk65 Anamorphic Vintage 
‘74 & Hawk65 MAX) all designed for sensor 
sizes larger than 35mm and specifically for 
the 65mm digital sensors.

If you were after something smaller perhaps 
check out the new MiniHawk range featuring 
eight lightweight and compact fast T1.5 
primes, and compliment the set with the 
160mm-360mm T4 zoom. The MiniHawk 
primes allow close focus from 1’ as the 
focus is almost to the front element, no need 
to pack your diopters but get ready to pull 
focus from up close to infinity. The Mini’s with 
no breathing issues are well corrected as 
far as geometric distortion allowing even the 
wide angle lens to be used for architecture 
while actors faces remain round according 
the Hawk engineers.

The absolute talk between the DP’s was the 
BARCO DP4K-30L flagship laser projector 
technology. Opening up an extended colour 
gamut, higher frame reates and stunning 
brightness and contrast. This is the way films 
should be seen. The Barco system, which 
is fully REC2020 ready, utilises a built-in 
alchemy server and is the only projector 
capable of displaying 4K 60fps and 4K 3D.

I crammed in as many feature films, shorts, 
documentaries, music videos and events as 
I could, but by far the best venue for films 

The Opera Nova on the banks of the Burda River - PHOTO Lizz Vernon
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was the Opera Nova’s supersized screen. 
If found the clarity and quality of the Barco 
Projection was so good that in spite of the 
fact I had seen Mad Max: Fury Road (2015) 
in Australia when I began watching it in the 
cinema - with the intention of ducking out to 
see another event across town - I could not 
tear myself out of my seat. The clarity of the 
screen was so good, almost like a mark of 
respect for all the work cinematographers, 
directors, casts and crews put into making a 
film for the audience to watch... and watch 
they did. This sort of projection is the way of 
the future.

Attending each of the sponsor’s parties 
allowed for continual meeting, mixing 
and mingling with some amazing people 
generous with their conversation, time and 
knowledge. I had many wonderful and 
lengthy conversations with Nigel Walters 
BSC, and had an absolute ball with Nicola 
Daley ACS, who introduced me to The 
Helicopter Girls, who managed to fly an 
ARRI Mini drone in order to show a packed 
workshop how they would capture footage of 
a couple on the footbridge crossing between 
the banks of the Burda River. Their workshop 
was blesssed with some of the most 
beautiful weather of the week until the wind 
really picked up but not enough to dampen 
the spirit or the skills of this well-oiled team - 
very impressive.

There were so many highlights at the 
workshops and screenings, one run by 
Chris Menges BSC ASC was very special as 
he wandered right up into the stands filled 
with hundreds of people in order to give 
very personal one-on-one answers to the 
many questions asked of him. Some of his 
comments directed to young film-makers but 
relevant to all, “find a story that matters to 
you and film it, edit it not as a technical 
exercise but something that matters to you 
personally. Then you will learn cinema”, 
Menges shared, “One of the jobs of a DP 
is to know exactly where the sun will be at 
any moment because I believe the sun will 
do the job for you.”

Christopher Doyle held talks on The 
Personal, Political, Poetic Approach To Film 
while editor Walter Murch was available for a 
Q&A held after the screening of The Talented 

Mr Ripley (1999). Both forums were extemely 
insightful and absolutely packed out. As was 
the tribute to Conrad L. Hall ASC where a 
distinguished panel discussed fondly their 
memories, Hall’s use of available light versus 
the chicken light - explaining that as the light 
you use if you’re a chicken. How for Hall 
available light was more about cutting light 
and his ethos was about taking risks. Garrett 
Brown spoke of Conrad’s amazing way with 

light, “He could almost wave his hands and 
the sun would come out”, and how Hall had 

once lit the entire Brooklyn Bridge with arc’s 

just because it appears in the back of one 

of his steadicam shots. Australia’s own John 

Seale AM ACS ASC revealed that Hall would 

sometimes use a small 300mm x 300mm 

reflector to bounce light into the face of an 

actor so the spill was being thrown off the 

set and he was only using the reflected light, 

“It’s a quick and easy way to work on set - 
I’ve tried it and it works really well”, John 

said. One of the strong themes that came 

through was that Hall felt that you didn’t 

need to have a glut of beautiful images, that 

there are peaks and valleys and you had to 

know when to hit the peaks.

Seale, in another session, discussed how 

the camera department is so close to the 

actors and for the need to keep the on-set 

environment as calm as possible. Seale 

tells his crew to, “Be mindful of the actors’ 
sensitivity, they are all nervous and we as 
crew can calm them down and make them 
as comfortable as they can be on set.”

One of the more provocative ideas gleaned 

during a lighting workshop was from Reed 

Morano ASC, who said, “It’s hard to 
keep a positive attitude in the face of 
adversity. There are a lot of DP’s who are 
not aware of the powers of their attitude. 
They are the last line of defense to protect 
the enviroment for actors and indeed 
the integrity of the film.” Garrett Brown 

advised, “If you’re doing something and 
the Director changes their mind the best 
you can do is be enthusiastic about it, 
enthusiasm is the great elixir on set and 
disappointment is deadly.”

At another amazing panel session revered 

cinematographer Vittorio Storaro ASC 

AIC spoke, and it seemed like everybody 

listened, rendering all those others on the 

panel a pseudo-audience. One of the things 

he said just made me want to run out and 

print a stack of t-shirts and hand them out 

on set, “Fix it in Pre Production”. Storaro 

also described the “importance not to 
copy the past but to know the past and be 
informed by it”, expanding to say not to 

be a prisoner of ISO speeds. “We need to 
control the light and make sure it is right 
for the scene”, adding, “Fight the generic, 
put your personality into it and maybe you 
have a film”.

I would like to sincerely thank the family 
of Drew Llewellyn ACS and the Australian 
Cinematographers Society for the 
opportunity to attend the Camerimage 
festival as part of the inaugural Drew 
Llewellyn ACS Camerimage Scholarship.

Now in its 23rd year, the festival is 
underpinned both by a dedicated team and 
fleet of volunteers. From administration, 
ushers, coat-check, security, bouncers, 
guides, drivers, translators, hosts and more. 
All lead by Festival Director Marek Zydowicz. 
I tip my hat to Zydowicz and those he 
has surrounded himself with for so many 
years. I urge everyone reading this to get to 
Camerimage and see for themselves what all 
the fuss is about.

“I will always be a 
student here and I 

always get so much from 
this festival and what I 
receive here I can never 
repay, I will keep coming 

back.”

– Ed Lachman ASC  
(2015’s Golden Frog recipient)

Running from 14-21 November, Camerimage is 

the most recognised festival dedicated to the art 

of cinematography that contributes to  

the growth of Cinematographer’s prestige.

Lizz Vernon has worked freelance in the 

Australian film industry for several years mostly 

in the Camera Department, but also Producing 

and AD’ing a variety of feature films, shorts, 

and web series. Lizz is currently the National 

Webmaster of the Australian Cinematographers 

Society (ACS).

John Seale AM ACS ASC (white shirt) sits on the panel  
during a lighting workshop at Camerimage - PHOTO Lizz Vernon
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NEW GEAR
An ongoing, independent review of our industry’s latest and cutting-edge equipment – by Clinton Harn

Greetings readers. Our New Gear 
column has taken a short hiatus due 
to my schedule. It has been busy to 
say the least, but I have been fortunate 
enough to test and use more new 
products on my last few shoots. So I will 
endeavour to follow up with some new 
and notable releases in forthcoming 
issues.

In this issue, we take a look at Zacuto’s 
entry into the professional market of 
EVFs or electronic viewfinders. For 
those unfamiliar with Zacuto, the 
company cemented its notoriety in the 
market during the emergence of the 
Canon 5D Mark II, and produced the 
Z-Finder, a loupe for DSLR bodies that 
became a staple piece of kit found 
in every indie filmmakers bag. Since 
then, Zacuto has become a household 
name; manufacturing products ranging 
from camera cages & rigs, articulated 
arms, follow focus units to electronic 
viewfinders. 

With more cost effective camera 
packages now available, the 
manufacturing of camera rigs and nuts 
& bolts have risen quickly and become 
more competitive in recent times, 
and its no surprise that Zacuto have 
adopted a new business model catering 
to what seems to be more essential in 
today’s modern arsenal of filmmaking. 
Notable products now include their 
next generation Recoil rigs that are 

highly modular & compatible with most 
camera brands.

Introducing the Zacuto Gratical HD. 
An aftermarket, micro-OLED electronic 
viewfinder suitable to almost every 
digital & modern camera currently on 
the market. This device is Zacuto’s 
answer to an add-on item that serves to 
increase the image quality, ergonomics 
& usability compared to the usually sub 
standard or proprietary EVFs found on 
most brands. The Gratical is a high-end 
product that is feature rich with imaging 
reference tools that are only commonly 
found on more expensive & similar 
devices.

I’ve been a long time fan of Zacuto 
products, and own a myriad of gear 
from ZAmerican arms, Zwiss cage 
to the Z-finder EVF Pro & my trusty 
Z-focus. Based on the success I havee 
had with all these products, It only 
made sense to make the move to the 
Gratical upon its release. 

With so many EVF options on the 
market, it can be very hard to ascertain 
what’s best suited for actual shooting. 
Personally, I’ve used everything from 
the RED Bomb, to the SmallHD DP4, 
Cineroid’s EVF4RVW Retina Display 
and the Alphatron EVF-035W-3G. With 
so many feature nuances, along with 
inclusions and exclusions, it was difficult 
to find the one EVF that was highly 

versatile. I suspect Zacuto may have 
just made the ‘silver bullet’ with this 
offering.

I’ll spare you the expense of having 
to sit though all the specs and often-
regurgitated selling points. You can 
find all that online. This EVF has more 
features you can poke a stick at, so I’m 
just going to go through features that 
work well on application and also things 
to look out for. 

Upon first impressions, this thing is 
built well. It certainly looks and feels like 
something that will withstand the rigours 
of a grueling film shoot. While others 
may find the shape odd, the footprint 
& size is pretty nice. It’s fairly compact 
by comparison to other EVFs on the 
market. Nothing worse than a big bulky 
chunk on plastic hanging off the side of 
your camera. Mounting options include 
a 1/4 20 thread and a professional 
rosette option. Zacuto also provide a 
variety of mounting accessories like their 
Axis adapters & rail systems that will 
work with most cameras. 

The unit can be powered by a Canon 
LP-e6 battery, which is abundantly 
available, but I do find it odd that there 
isn’t an alternative direct powering 
option. Meaning you’ll just have to rely 
on the batteries themselves or perhaps 
a Lp-e6 coupler to a d-tap adapter. 

Unlike other EVFs, where you can 
remove the loupe & and just have the 
screen, this EVF does not have a flip 
open screen. Its a small surface OLED 
screen internally which is then magnified 
by the precision optics built in. 

The overall screen area is a 4:3 
aspect, which is split into a 16:9, 
while the bottom third is utilised to 
display essential tools like a waveform, 
histogram and vectorscope. The full 
display resolution is a very sufficient 
1280x1024. This unit is also packed 
with a bunch of video processing 
features, but the obvious & most helpful 
ones will ensure that you will achieve 
critical focus and the best exposure 
for your images. The usual suspects 
include, Zebras, Multi Color Peaking, 
False Color plus the scopes mentioned 

The jog wheel and side assign buttons on the Gratical  
are sensibly placed to allow quick access - PHOTO Clinton Harn
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above just to name a few.

Now onto the things I found most useful 
about the Gratical. One main feature 
that defines this EVF as a professional 
tool are the number of I/O options 
available. I totally love this bit. HDMI 
& HD-SDI inputs & outputs with loop 
thru capability, and internal signal cross 
conversion from HDMI to HD-SDI with 
an independent LUT on the output 
stream. These I/Os also mean you 
can send auxiliary signals to wireless 
transmitters for video village or include 
additional monitors in the signal chain 
if your camera doesn’t provide those 
additional outputs. Also, unlike other 
EVFs, there’s virtually no signal latency, 
which means you’re not going get any 
image lag. 

There’s also a growing trend to include 
LUT options in lots of external monitors, 
however not so much on cheaper EVFs. 
This his more evident and applicable 
now given the almost ‘artistic’ like 
preference for most folks to shoot 
in Log even when the majority don’t 
understand the ramifications or benefits 
of shooting with this profile. Having a 
LUT option will give you a much more 
pleasing image to look at, while keeping 
your beard-sporting director happy. 
Having this function is best used for 
monitoring of course and to see how 
your highlights & shadows behave, and 
also what the overall aesthetic of the 
image will look like in post, once finished 
and graded. The Gratical comes with 
the option to import and edit LUTS. You 
can store eight profiles internally and 
another eight external via USB.

The function and shortcut assignable 
buttons are logically placed on the 
side of the EVF and are ergonomically 
accessible. Four buttons, including the 
four jog wheel directions will give you 
eight programmable functions. The 
layout of its hardware peripherals are 
well designed and the rosette mounting 
option is an extremely welcomed 
addition to ensure a rigid and secure 
attachment. Another two sensible 
inclusions are the built in diopters for 
eye focus correction and an auto-
closing eyecup, which prevents sunburn 
spots on your display.

Additional video features that I found 
most useful are the anamorphic aspect, 
audiometers to monitor levels should 
your camera not have them and frame 

guides. The colour bars are also handy 
if you want to calibrate the EVF from 
time to time.

As we said before, the Gratical is 
compatible and modular with most 
cameras. The terrific thing about an 
aftermarket & high quality EVF like this 
one is that you can use it with multiple 
camera packages. I have successfully 
implemented this EVF across my 
Blackmagic Design rigs like the URSA 
and 2.5k Cinema Camera, while also 
streaming simultaneous video feeds 
with my parallax gear to video village 
just through the Gratical. On a shoot, 
the Gratical is one of the better practical 
designs I’ve used. 

My minor gripes are the weight and 
power on/off button. The weight is 
the result of the components required 
to manufacture the EVF. I’m told that 
there is a dual core processor in the 
internal surface mount technology. 
Hence its weight, but Its certainly no 
deal breaker for me considering what 
a high performance device this is. I’d 
rather sacrifice a few grams and go for 

reliability than have something fail while 
in the field. The other issue I have is the 
power switch on the EVF. It’s a small 
spring loaded yet tactile button located 
under the logo, which you often miss 
when powering down your camera, but 
not the Gratical. 

With all that aside, how does the thing 
look? Is it as bright, sharp & brilliant as 
Zacuto claims it is? Well, i won’t use 
those same exact words, but I can tell 
you that the image was pretty damn 
impressive. Actually, I was pleasantly 
surprised. I must admit that I’ve 
always had a hard time discerning the 
difference of resolution between EVFs 
on the market. As long as I had focus 
assist tools, pulled a sharp image, knew 
what my exposure limits were & was 
able to frame & compose, I was a pig in 
shit. The image on the Gratical however 
is remarkable, but it comes at a cost. In 
the end, as the saying goes, you pay for 
what you get. 

Provided by Clinton Harn

Clinton is a Cinematographer,  

filmmaker and producer. 

Labspace

with a Final Cut Pro X or Premiere Pro 

SHARPEN YOUR EDITING SKILLS

WWW.LABSPACEAUSTRALIA.COM

The Gratical works a treat across all camera packages.  
Pictured here with the 2.5k Blackmagic Design Cinema. - PHOTO Clinton Harn
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KARROYUL - Director of 
Photography: Torstein Dyrting 
ACS (NSW). Karroyul is a story about a 
young girl, who following the death of her 
mother, goes on a journey of connection 
and healing by returning to her ancestors’ 
country.

The story revolves around three main 

characters, a young girl, her uncle and the 

Noongar country of the southwest, with Kim 

Scott’s writing always having country as a 

central character.

For Cinematographer Torstein Dyrting ACS it 

was important to capture nuances between 
the actors, so therefore he chose to shoot 
with a small handheld camera, being close to 
the actors and having his natural eye ready 
for these moments in a scene.

Torstein would always have a camera with 
him even on recce, ready to film whatever 
the country offered up. This resulted in 
many of the views of the country that were 
shot during the recce ending up in the final 
film, using handheld and over-cranking 
techniques to create style and interest.

The exterior night scenes were shot day 
for night and the interior night scenes were 
filmed closer to Perth with a full crew. 
Karroyul was filmed on the Sony FS700 and 
the POV of the eagle was shot by drone with 
the GH4. Karroyul is a briliant story by Scott, 
adapted and Directed by Kelrick Martin, 
edited by Lawrie Silvestrin and graded by 
Boogie Monster in Perth.

THE BEE MAN - Director of 
Photography: Randy Larcombe 
(SA).  The Bee Man is a film about a friend 

AUSTRALIAN SHORTS
A quick look at the latest offerings in short film from around the country – by Mitch Kennedy

KARROYUL - DOP Torstein Dyrting ACS

THE BEE MAN - DOP Randy Larcombe

NEVER FORGIVEN - DOP  Rodney Bolton

THE BEE MAN - DOP Randy Larcombe

of Cinematographer Randy Larcombe, who 

lives in country South Australia. It was shot 

over three trips in an 18-month period, on a 

Canon 5Mk3 with prime lenses and using all 

available light.

From the word go, Larcombe wanted to 

keep the colour palette very simple and 

‘honey-like’ with gold being the main 

dominant colour, green and blue the 

secondary colours. Larcombe’s film making 

style is very organic, never really knowing 

exactly how a film will look and sound until it 

comes to the edit. While shooting though, he 

is constantly observing and looking for little 

visual moments especially when it comes to 

the way natural light is acting, and captures 

them.
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FLAT DADDY - Director of 
Photography: Geoffrey Hall ACS 
(SA).  Based on the award-winning short 
story by Louise D’Arcy and starring AACTA, 
AFI and Logie award-winning actress, Kat 

Stewart, Flat Daddy tells the story of an 
Australian military family and how a life-size 
cardboard cut-out of the absent husband 
and father becomes a source of obsession, 
rupture and unrest.

When the Director Matt Holcomb showed 
Cinematographer Geoffrey Hall ACS photos 
of the Flat Daddy sitting at a table, he was 
instantly struck by the un-nerving presence 
the cardboard character created and could 
see great visual potential.

Geoffrey wanted to shoot the film in 
wide screen format and was keen to go 
anamorphic, so thanks to the team at Gear 
Head he lensed the film with their Zeiss 
Master Anamorphic lenses.

Camera movement and lighting takes a fairly 
classical approach, but it was Hall’s intent for 
considered composition and lensing to be 
the focus of telling the story. Flat Daddy was 
shot over three days in the beautiful township 
of Lithgow in the Blue Mountains, NSW.

INVERSE - Director of 
Photography: Brad Francis (QLD). 
Tropfest finalist Inverse was a challenge for 
every department as Director Liam Connor 
set out to create two different, yet connected 

worlds. In one world time has frozen, it’s 
bleak and uninviting, while in the other world 

time moves as it should with a warm and 

natural feel.

Shot on the Arri Alexa with Angenieux DP 

zooms, Cinematographer Brad Francis had 

the responsibility of bringing this mirrored 

world to life through the lens. Everything 

takes place in and around a cafe, which 

was set up in the streets of Murwillumbah, 

NSW. Two identical but mirrored sets were 

created that allowed the actress to cross 

between these two worlds while allowing the 

camera shoot into the ‘mirror’ as she passes 

through. Connor and Francis employed other 

bits of ingenious trickery to create the ‘frozen 

in time’ world, rigging actors mid-action while 

they posed, props were created to be falling 

over and they even used twins to create a 

reflection. This culminates with a very long 

choreographed Steadicam shot through the 

cafe, out onto the street and through a car 

accident frozen mid-collision.

AUSTRALIAN SHORTS
A quick look at the latest offerings in short film from around the country – by Mitch Kennedy

FLAT DADDY - DOP Geoffrey Hall ACS

INVERSE - DOP Brad Francis

ENSNARED - Director of 
Photography: Justin Hartwell 
(QLD).  Ensnared presented a unique 

challenge for Cinematographer Justin 

Hartwell, as it should be a single shot short 

film. For this reason Hartwell decided to 

shoot with a relatively small and lightweight 

set-up, using a Canon T2i on a monopod, to 

give a fluid yet handheld result.

The film is a mystery/thriller set at night, 

posing the challenge of negotiating small 

spaces with the actress, Camera Operator 

and Sound Recordist all moving together. 

Lighting was a distinct challenge, as the 

camera follows the film’s main character 

throughout, so a small mounted light was 

utilised as the key, giving a stylistic look for 

the genre as well. Justin didn’t want any 

other direct light besides the mounted key, 

so he bounced a lot of ambient light from 

various positions in the house to avoid 

shadows and not allude to any other direct 

light sources.

Brisbane-based Mitch Kennedy is a versatile 
Director/DOP, creating content for television 
commercials, music videos and short films.

ENSNARED - DOP Justin Hartwell
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THE DRESSMAKER -  Back in March, 

Australian Cinematographer did an in-depth 

look at the work of Don McAlpine ACS ASC 

on The Dressmaker while the film was still 

in production. Now the film has received its 

international release, it is simply fantastic to 

see local and overseas audiences warming 

to this little Aussie gem.

Director Jocelyn Moorhouse relies on the 

expertise of McAlpine whose filmography is 

quite extensive and diverse (Predator, Moulin 

Rouge!). “The Dressmaker is one of those 

films that demand an audience’s attention in 

a way that really good cinema does”, says 

the Oscar nominee.

Not only has he done an excellent job with 

this movie but also shows - or reminds - us 

that everything has to serve cinematography 

to visually tell a story; with light, costumes 

design and colour, lenses and camera 

movements, and even the film stock, the 

camera itself and the format used.

FILM REVIEWS
Discussing the latest from the Melbourne International Film Festival – by James Cunningham

NOW ADD HONEY -  Normal life 
implodes for a suburban family when their 
pop-star cousin comes to stay. Now Add 

Honey is the feature debut from Gristmill, the 
production company founded by director 
Wayne Hope and his wife screenwriter Robyn 

Butler.

Cinematographer Ben Nott ACS 
(Daybreakers, Predestination) sits behind the 
camera with confidence. While the funny may 
be lacking in the material, the film is on point 
in terms of its look. Shot in Melbourne, Nott’s 
choices are stylish and justified not only for 
budget reasons but also because they were 
working on a tight schedule with numerous 
locations.

Light has a natural feel: every light source 
is justified; day light, windows and artificial 
lights are used as sources. There are some 
shots where the light loses its naturalism, 
however, and becomes slightly more 
theatrical. A fun offering from Nott who is 
fast on track to become one of the country’s 
greats.

STRANGERLAND -  Striking 
cinematography by Irish-born PJ Dillion (New 
Boy, Vikings) isn’t enough to rescue Kim 

Farrant’s feature debut Strangerland from its 
passionless narrative and bland reality.

Catherine (Nicole Kidman) and Matthew 

(Joseph Finnes) are newcomers to 
Nathagari, a remote, fictional Australian 
town. Their strained marriage and parenting 
of troublesome teens is pushed to its 
overstated limits when the children go 
missing during a dust storm.

Australian cinema has a dear place for ‘lost 
in the wilderness’ films, yet they rely on 
a humble and detailed approach. All the 
elements seem at odds in Strangerland, 
it has a false modesty that is difficult to 
stomach and can’t seem to figure what it is.

Light is natural and justified. Throughout the 
film light is soft and diffused shadows are 
rare but well employed, creating an elegant 
and calm atmosphere. This is in contrast with 
the characters of the story.

‘The Dressmaker’ - DOP Don McAlpine AM ACS ASC

‘Now Add Honey’ - DOP Ben Nott ACS

‘Strangerland’ - DOP PJ Dillon






